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1.0 INTRODUCTION 1 

FEI files this Rebuttal Evidence in response to the submission of Ryall Engineering Limited (REL) 2 

on behalf of RCIA (Exhibit C1-10).  Although FEI has addressed the main points in REL’s report, 3 

FEI’s silence on a matter should not be taken as agreement.  FEI disagrees with much of REL’s 4 

commentary. 5 

Q1: Can you please identify the names and qualifications of the individuals primarily 6 

responsible for the technical aspects of FEI’s responses to REL’s submission? 7 

 The technical information required to prepare FEI’s response to REL was provided by a 8 

number of highly experienced FEI operations staff, primarily (in alphabetical order):  9 

Mike Forsyth, Operations Manager, Pressure Control-Vancouver Island, Sunshine 10 

Coast, Squamish Whistler 11 

Mr. Forsyth has over 29 years of experience at FEI.  He started with FEI in 1992 and holds 12 

a Class A Gas Fitter designation. He has held positions as a Service Technician and a 13 

Pressure Measurement Technician; these positions had him dealing with all matters of 14 

utility metering and pressure control, as well everything “downstream” of the meter in all 15 

residential and commercial/industrial applications including appliances.  During this time 16 

Mr. Forsyth was a subject matter lead in pressure regulation and taught FEI’s internal 17 

pressure factor measurement (PFM) course to ensure compliance with Measurement 18 

Canada requirements. Mr. Forsyth has also taught the Utility Ticket which has been 19 

offered at Camosun College and BCIT. Currently, Mr. Forsyth is responsible for all 20 

Transmission and Distribution Control Stations and Telemetry in the above mentioned 21 

areas. 22 

Paul Kitchener, MBA AScT, Project Director, AMI 23 

Mr. Kitchener has over 31 years of experience at FEI. Initially, Mr. Kitchener worked in the 24 

field as a technologist responsible for maintaining data communication and control 25 

systems. Mr. Kitchener also had management responsibilities for the data communication 26 

and controls group, supply chain, and manufacturing. Prior to joining the AMI project in 27 

late 2019, Mr. Kitchener held the position of Operations Manager for over 10 years and 28 

was responsible for leading employees who respond to gas emergencies, conduct 29 

corrective and preventative maintenance on gas meter sets, relight customer appliances, 30 

and install and maintain gas mains and services.  31 

Terry Penner, P. Eng., System Capacity Planning Manager.   32 

Mr. Penner has over 29 years of experience at FEI. He started in 1992 as an Operation 33 

Manager for Distribution Operations supervising crews installing mains and services, and 34 

responding to emergency incidents involving the distribution system.  Mr. Penner worked 35 

for eight years in Operations managing crews, for another six years managing the 36 
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Emergency Operation Center in FEI’s Surrey Operations Facility providing support for 1 

operation personnel and mangers responding to system damage throughout the province.  2 

Since 2006, Mr. Penner has worked in his current role as the System Capacity Planning 3 

Manager, and is responsible for FEI’s System Capacity Planning department, which 4 

produces FEI’s system hydraulic models and provides important support in assessing 5 

system supply and capacity capability for regular operations and well as assessing 6 

isolation activities during emergency response situations. 7 

Darrin Crozier, Director, Operations, Vancouver Island, Sunshine Coast and Metro 8 

Vancouver 9 

Mr. Crozier has 29 years of experience with FEI.  He started with FEI in 1991 and holds a 10 

Utility Management Certificate from Willamette University. He held various positions such 11 

as a Distribution Mechanic, Crew Leader, and Trades Trainer in his first 16 years as an 12 

employee with the FEI; these positions were mostly centered around operating and 13 

maintaining FEI’s gas pipe assets. This work included construction of the gas pipe system 14 

including purging, gasifying, and performing leak survey activities.  During this time, Mr. 15 

Crozier was a subject matter lead in polyethylene fusion and was FEI’s trades trainer for 16 

construction activities.  Mr. Crozier has held various management positions over the last 17 

15 years and has been an owner and subject matter lead for many internal construction-18 

related standards and policies. Currently, Mr. Crozier is responsible for operations of the 19 

gas distribution systems on Vancouver Island, the Sunshine Coast, and in Metro 20 

Vancouver. 21 

Ferenc Pataki, P.Eng. Director, Transmission 22 

Mr. Pataki is a mechanical engineer and has been with FEI for over 30 years.  During his 23 

career at FEI, Mr. Pataki has held various technical and leadership roles in gas 24 

Transmission and Distribution Operations, Gas Control, Asset Management, and 25 

Engineering.  In his current role as Director, Transmission, he is responsible for FEI’s 26 

4,500 km of high pressure gas transmission pipelines, including activities such as Pipeline 27 

Engineering, System Integrity, Gas Supply, Transmission Operations, and Rights-of-Way 28 

Vegetation Management. 29 
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2.0 OVERVIEW OF FEI’S RESPONSE TO REL’S SUBMISSION 1 

Q2: Please provide your overarching comments on the REL submission, with particular 2 

focus on the following passage from REL’s executive summary: 3 

“REL is of the view that the customer outage duration can be limited 4 

to the duration of the no-flow event, and therefore the dire 5 

consequences identified by FEI of a prolonged shutdown for weeks 6 

or months are unlikely to come to pass.”1 7 

 There is no plausible scenario in which service to all Lower Mainland customers could be 8 

restored in a matter of days, as REL appears to suggest.  FEI has indicated in its evidence 9 

that restoring service to the entire Lower Mainland would take weeks or months, and this 10 

would be true even in circumstances that are very favourable to the restoration work.  FEI 11 

has expanded on the basis for that conclusion in this Rebuttal Evidence, including 12 

providing its data inputs and calculations (please refer to Section 4 and Appendix B). FEI’s 13 

analysis shows that it is reasonable to expect that it would take over 10 weeks to fully 14 

restore service in the Lower Mainland without AMI and just under 9 weeks with AMI. 15 

FEI’s estimates are based on BC regulatory requirements and well-established operating 16 

procedures that are in place to ensure the safety of the public, FEI’s customers, and field 17 

personnel.  FEI is using realistic expectations about the personnel available, including 18 

personnel available under mutual aid agreements.  All of these considerations are 19 

reflected in the System Preservation and Restoration Plan, which FEI has previously filed 20 

with the BCUC.   21 

A widespread outage to hundreds of thousands of Lower Mainland gas customers, 22 

whether controlled or otherwise, has the potential to cause widespread harm both from 23 

the outage itself and from the perspective that safety risks associated with the gas system 24 

itself increase the longer the system is depressurized.  As such, FEI recognizes the 25 

benefits of reducing the length of the outage where possible.  At the same time, the 26 

process of repressurizing the system, restoring service to premises, and relighting 27 

appliances also gives rise to inherent safety risks.  In order to mitigate the safety risks 28 

associated with restoring service to customers, FEI would take a methodical and 29 

professional approach to restoring service that anticipates and addresses potential 30 

hazards. FEI’s approach reduces the overall restoration time by contemplating, for 31 

instance, efficient crew allocation to reduce standby time and unnecessary travel.   32 

FEI considers REL’s suggested approach problematic for a number of reasons, which FEI 33 

will develop later.  The REL submission does not appear to recognize the legislated 34 

requirements for gas operators within the province of BC.  REL is also, in essence, shifting 35 

responsibility for safety from FEI to its customers and the public based on idealized 36 

                                                 
1  REL Evidence, p. 4. 
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assumptions about their behavior and level of knowledge that are at odds with FEI’s own 1 

experience.  REL’s recommendations create greater risks for people and property 2 

associated with the process of restoring service, and REL has very unrealistic 3 

expectations about the extent to which its recommendations would reduce the overall time 4 

to restore service to the Lower Mainland.  FEI would take all steps it could legally and 5 

safely take to accelerate the process of restoring service, but FEI would not—and should 6 

not be expected to—base its response to a widespread Lower Mainland outage on REL’s 7 

recommendations.     8 

Q3: Can you please elaborate on the points you made in the last paragraph in the 9 

context of the three major components of service restoration work (shutdown, 10 

repressurization and relighting customers)?  11 

 Yes.  FEI will address these points in more detail later in this Rebuttal Evidence, but 12 

notably:  13 

 Shutdown: One of the main measures REL is recommending in order to save time 14 

in the absence of AMI is to dispense with visiting customer premises to ensure 15 

manual meter valves are turned off before repressurizing the adjacent portion of 16 

the distribution system.2 In essence, REL advocates relying on appliance safety 17 

mechanisms and customers closing manual appliance valves to prevent the flow 18 

of gas into homes and businesses upon system repressurization.  REL’s desired 19 

approach is precluded by section 53(2) of BC’s Gas Safety Regulation (GSR). 20 

There is a compelling safety rationale for the regulatory requirement that makes 21 

REL’s desired approach unlawful.  REL is underestimating the extent of the risk 22 

posed to the public by dispensing with the step required by the Regulation, as 23 

REL’s assumptions about appliances and customer knowledge and behavior do 24 

not reflect FEI’s operating experience.  In any event, REL is significantly 25 

overestimating the time savings that would come from implementing its 26 

recommendation. (Please refer to Section 5 below).   27 

 Repressurization: REL has incorrectly inferred that FEI is contemplating leak 28 

surveys and purging activities throughout the entire system before beginning any 29 

relighting activities, and states “…FEI does not need to undertake the proposed 30 

time-consuming activities such as leak surveys and purging the system of air in 31 

order to safely restore service to its customers.”3  FEI is, in fact, anticipating that 32 

most areas of the system—where the segment is holding its pressure as gas is 33 

reintroduced (which FEI refers to as a pressure check)—a leak survey would occur 34 

at the same time FEI is relighting appliances in that area.  Leak surveys and 35 

purging conducted in the manner FEI is anticipating reduces risk of harm and 36 

                                                 
2  REL Evidence, p. 4.  “In this evidence, REL explains that FEI does not need to shut off each and every individual 

service in the event of a no-flow event. This is one of the most significant factors that dictates the timeline for the 
prolonged outage that FEI states will result from even a short-term no-flow event.” 

3  REL Evidence, p. 3. 
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contribute relatively little to the overall timeline for full resumption of service to the 1 

Lower Mainland.  FEI also believes REL’s suggestion of asking developers and 2 

construction companies throughout the Lower Mainland to cease excavation work 3 

for the duration of the outage is an unrealistic, and more risky, alternative to 4 

purging and leak surveys. (Please refer to Sections 6 and 7 below).  5 

 Relighting: Relighting appliances takes, by far, the most time of any of the steps 6 

and is the “critical path” for the full resumption of service in the Lower Mainland.  7 

REL is suggesting that FEI should encourage customers to relight their own 8 

appliances.  FEI’s time estimates for full resumption of service in the Lower 9 

Mainland already account for a significant portion of FEI customers (approximately 10 

25 percent) relighting their own appliances, despite FEI’s experience indicating the 11 

vast majority of its Lower Mainland customers typically obtain the assistance of a 12 

qualified professional.  REL is making a number of significant and unrealistic 13 

assumptions about the ease with which self-relights can be conducted, and 14 

customers’ willingness to notify FEI that they have relit their own appliances.  15 

Regardless, even if one were to make the highly unrealistic assumption that half 16 

of FEI’s Lower Mainland customers would be willing and able to perform self-17 

relights successfully and report them to FEI, the process of fully restoring service 18 

to Lower Mainland customers would still take a number of weeks. (Please refer to 19 

Section 8 below). 20 

Q4: REL bases its recommendations, to a significant extent, on Centra Gas Manitoba’s 21 

(Centra) approach in the Otterburne outage.4  Can you please summarize your 22 

response in that regard?  23 

 The Otterburne rupture event is not a reasonable comparator.  A key regulatory difference 24 

between Manitoba and BC is that FEI would be precluded by the GSR from leaving 25 

customer meter valves open following a system depressurization.  Leaving that aside, 26 

there is a profound difference in scope or scale of the outages that could result from a T-27 

South no-flow event impacting FEI’s Lower Mainland customers. Centra was faced with a 28 

localized gas supply interruption affecting approximately 3600 customers in several small 29 

communities. A Lower Mainland outage resulting from a no-flow event would involve 30 

several hundred thousand FEI customers. This hundredfold difference in scale, combined 31 

with factors like temperature and development activity in Lower Mainland climate itself, 32 

introduces significantly greater operational and safety challenges that are not 33 

appropriately reflected in the REL submission. (Please refer to Section 9 below). 34 

                                                 
4  REL Evidence, p. 3. “REL draws upon the experience of a no-flow event that took place in southern Manitoba 

following a rupture of TransCanada Pipelines’ Mainline near Otterburne, Manitoba in 2014.” 
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Q5: Do you have a general response to REL’s following characterization of the TLSE 1 

Project benefits?  2 

“TLSE provides benefits to both customers and FEI by extending the 3 

period before a hydraulic collapse occurs for either a controlled or an 4 

uncontrolled shutdown, which therefore extends the time until a no-5 

flow event causes customer interruptions.  REL sees that the 6 

principal benefit of avoiding interruption to customers is to avoid the 7 

need to relight customers since, as explained further in this evidence, 8 

REL rejects the need for FEI to conduct certain other activities in the 9 

restoration process. In REL’s view, the value of this benefit to FEI and 10 

its customers relative to the $769 million cost of the TLSE project is 11 

questionable.”5  12 

 FEI has three comments regarding REL’s characterization of the TLSE Project.  13 

First, the TLSE Project is not just “extending the time until a no-flow event causes 14 

customer interruptions.” Rather, a key benefit of the TLSE Project is that it will no longer 15 

be inevitable that FEI will be unable to support most of the Lower Mainland demand on 16 

the first day of a no-flow event occurring during a normal winter, as is currently the case.6  17 

As proposed, the TLSE Project will avoid altogether any material customer interruptions, 18 

so long as the no-flow event is resolved before the new 3 Bcf storage tank is close to being 19 

depleted (at which point FEI needs to initiate the process of shutting down portions of the 20 

system.  FEI will have significantly more time (days versus hours) to take a more thoughtful 21 

and informed approach to staging the isolation of segments of the system (if required at 22 

all), thereby increasing the likelihood that T-South flows will resume before the entire 23 

Lower Mainland system is depressurized. FEI notes REL’s later acknowledgement that it 24 

“[…] is certainly preferable for FEI to maintain continuity of service. Interruption of 25 

customers can potentially be avoided if the TLSE LNG supplies are sufficient to outlast 26 

the no-flow event. Avoiding interruption avoids some of the economic and safety 27 

consequences of a zero-pressure situation.”7  28 

Second, REL sees the “principal benefit of avoiding interruption to customers”8 as being 29 

related to avoiding relighting customers, downplaying other restoration steps.  The time to 30 

relight customers represents the vast majority of the time to fully restore service in the 31 

Lower Mainland, such that avoiding the need to relight customers is a very significant 32 

benefit even before considering the benefit of avoiding meter shut offs, repressurization, 33 

purging and leak surveys.   34 

                                                 
5  REL Evidence, p. 18. 
6  Response to BCUC Confidential Panel IR1 1.4. 
7  REL Evidence, p. 15.  
8  REL Evidence, p. 18. 
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Third, in saying that “the value of this benefit to FEI and its customers relative to the $769 1 

million cost of the TLSE project is questionable”, REL is attributing the entire cost of the 2 

TLSE Project to increased resiliency.  This does not reflect that the Project will provide 3 

valuable customer benefits beyond increased resiliency.  The Base Plant, which is already 4 

over 50 years old, will need to be replaced regardless of whether the TLSE Project 5 

proceeds.9  Moreover, the TLSE Project also provides ancillary benefits, including gas 6 

supply benefits worth approximately $30 million per year, that will more than offset the 7 

incremental cost of the “third BCF” of the proposed TLSE Project.10 8 

                                                 
9  As FEI explained in the response to BCUC IR1 16.21, the Base Plant would have to remain in service until at least 

94 years old to be financially beneficial versus the alternative of constructing a new 2 Bcf tank and regasification 
capacity now. 

10  Application, section 4.4; BCUC IR1 46.2. 
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3.0 CLARIFYING CONTROLLED AND UNCONTROLLED SHUTDOWNS  1 

Q6: Do you agree with how REL has defined hydraulic collapse, controlled shutdown 2 

and uncontrolled shutdown?  3 

 Yes.  While FEI believes it has used appropriate terminology to describe the impacts of a 4 

no-flow event, FEI also takes no issue with how REL has defined the terms hydraulic 5 

collapse, controlled shutdown, and uncontrolled shutdown in Sections 3.1 to 3.3 of REL’s 6 

submission.   7 

The shutdown and relight procedures undertaken at an individual customer’s premises in 8 

any portion of the system that has depressurized do not differ depending on whether the 9 

system has lost pressure in a controlled or uncontrolled manner.   10 

Q7: REL states:   11 

“Depending which parts of the Application are considered, the implication is 12 

that by adding TLSE and its resiliency benefits, FEI can perform a controlled 13 

shutdown, avoiding an uncontrolled shutdown and a hydraulic collapse 14 

along with the associated negative consequences. However, as described 15 

by FEI, a controlled shutdown also involves a hydraulic collapse, which is 16 

synonymous with a zero-pressure situation – unless it incorporates rapid 17 

remote disconnection of individual customer services through advanced 18 

metering infrastructure (“AMI”). 19 

Therefore, REL would like to clarify that both controlled shutdowns and 20 

uncontrolled shutdowns result in depressurization of the gas system. That 21 

is, both types of shutdown, given continued customer demand on the 22 

system, result in hydraulic collapse and zero pressure in the system or at 23 

least portions of the system.”11  24 

Do you agree? 25 

 REL suggests in Section 3.4 of its submission that FEI has incorrectly implied that by 26 

taking certain actions (a controlled shutdown) FEI could avoid hydraulic collapse.  FEI has, 27 

in fact, been clear in responses to IRs about the implications of, and distinction between, 28 

a controlled and uncontrolled outage.12  As FEI stated in the response to BCUC IR2 70.1, 29 

“[…] both scenarios are highly disruptive and undesirable for customers […]”.   30 

FEI agrees that portions of the system that have been isolated as part of a controlled 31 

shutdown will depressurize unless the meter valves at customer premises on that part of 32 

                                                 
11 REL Evidence, p. 10. 
12 E.g., BCUC IR2 70.1, 70.2, and BCUC Confidential IR1 1.4. 
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the system are quickly closed to prevent further consumption.  However, there are 1 

important differences between controlled and uncontrolled shutdowns:  2 

 There can be a significant difference between a controlled and uncontrolled 3 

shutdown in terms of the potential scale of the event—in other words, how much 4 

of the distribution system becomes depressurized.  An uncontrolled shutdown 5 

would impact the entire system downstream of the supply disruption and results in 6 

a rapid, system-wide depressurization and loss of service to customers that cannot 7 

be mitigated. A controlled shutdown is a strategic step-by-step series of partial 8 

(area-by-area) shutdowns intended to preserve pressure in remaining portions of 9 

the system for as long as possible, with the objective that the supply imbalance 10 

can be corrected before the entire system is lost.  In the case of a T-South no-flow 11 

event, that would mean gas flows resuming on the T-South system at levels 12 

sufficient to meet the demand on the remaining portions of the Lower Mainland 13 

system with positive system pressure.   14 

 An uncontrolled outage is chaotic because, as customers continue to consume 15 

gas within a wide geographical region, some locations would randomly experience 16 

critical low pressures creating dangerous fluctuations in supply during the collapse 17 

that cannot be controlled or predicted in advance.  These unpredictable 18 

fluctuations can result in customers losing, then temporarily regaining, and then 19 

losing supply during the collapse, which creates a more dangerous situation than 20 

if FEI is able to shut down the system methodically. 21 

The TLSE Project will add resiliency, even in the absence of AMI, because it delays the 22 

time before FEI must begin isolating portions of the distribution system in a controlled 23 

manner and allowing those portions to depressurize.  This means it is far more likely, with 24 

the TLSE Project, that other portions of the system will not require isolation and will remain 25 

fully pressurized and functional when gas flows on T-South resume, permitting 26 

uninterrupted service to the customers in those areas.   27 

Delaying that need to isolate a section of the system, which will be facilitated by the TLSE 28 

Project, continues to be important even once residential AMI meters are in place.  First, 29 

large commercial and industrial customers will not have AMI, such that they will continue 30 

to draw down the pressure in the isolated segment until the meter valve can be turned off 31 

manually (which may take 3 to 4 days).13  Second, AMI still results in all residential 32 

customers on isolated portions of the system losing service because the meter valve will 33 

be closed so as to curtail consumption and retain positive pressure within FEI’s distribution 34 

system.  However, this still results in a loss of gas supply to the premises and consequently 35 

all appliances will need to be relit.  As discussed in Section 4 below, relighting appliances 36 

is the most time consuming aspect of restoring service.   37 

                                                 
13 Response to RCIA IR2 36.1.1. 
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Q8: REL states: “REL is of the view that FEI would be able to conduct a rudimentary 1 

controlled shutdown of its system in nearly any circumstance involving a no-flow 2 

event on T-South, with or without TLSE. To do this, FEI would close the isolation 3 

valves at the inlet to the Coastal Transmission System (“CTS”) at Huntingdon 4 

station.”14  How would that step effect Lower Mainland customers?  5 

 The operational information required to address this question is security sensitive. 6 

 7 

    

  

  

    

    

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

  

  

  

  

  

  

   

                                                 
14 REL Evidence, p. 14. 
15 FEI provided additional information on CTS line pack in its response to MS2S IR1 6i. 
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4.0 CORRECTING REL’S CHARACTERIZATION OF FEI’S PLAN TO RESTORE 1 

SERVICE  2 

4.1 The Basis for FEI’s Plan to Restore Service  3 

Q9: Does FEI agree with how REL has characterized FEI’s evidence on the shutdown 4 

and restoration of service?  5 

 FEI disagrees with aspects of REL’s description of FEI’s approach.  As described later, 6 

the main areas of disagreement are how REL has described the sequencing of the steps, 7 

and the circumstances when FEI would perform purging and leak surveys.  REL’s incorrect 8 

inferences contribute significantly to REL overestimating the potential time savings 9 

associated with its recommendations. 10 

FEI outlined its shutdown process in the response to BCUC IR1 6.1.  Further, in the 11 

response to BCUC IR1 6.2, FEI provided information regarding the repressurization and 12 

relighting process.  In light of REL’s incorrect inferences, FEI’s Rebuttal Evidence clarifies 13 

and expands on its processes, both pre-AMI implementation and post-AMI.  14 

Q10: How did FEI develop its approach to shutdown and restoration of service?  15 

 FEI’s approach to shutting down and restoring service has been developed and 16 

maintained by engineering and operations personnel experienced and knowledgeable in 17 

industry best practices to perform emergency service isolation and restoration.  18 

As part of its assessment of its practices, FEI ensures that its approach is compliant with 19 

applicable regulations and accounts for industry standards. As discussed later in Section 20 

5 of this Rebuttal Evidence, section 53(2) of the GSR, states that: “[if] a gas supply has 21 

been turned off, a person must not turn the gas supply back on until the person […] 22 

carefully checks all outlets and pilots to ascertain that they are relighted or turned off.”   23 

Additionally, clause 10.5.7.1 of the CSA Z662-19 Oil and Gas Pipelines standard requires 24 

operators to mitigate hazards associated with gas-air mixtures if such mixtures are within 25 

the explosive limits (approximately 5 to 15 percent by volume of gas in air).  This 26 

requirement, which is mandatory under the GSR, supports FEI’s practice of checking the 27 

system for leaks and purging mains and or services when explosive gas/air mixtures could 28 

be present.     29 

Q11: Have you previously used this approach to shutdown and restoration of service?  30 

 Yes. FEI uses this approach routinely in day-to-day operations when system isolations are 31 

required to address gas emergencies.  Meters valves are always turned off prior to 32 
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restoration to comply with section 53(2) of the GSR.  The need for, and extent of, purging 1 

and leak surveying activities having regard to CSA Z662-19 are considered in light of the 2 

circumstances in each case, and in particular an assessment of the risk that there has 3 

been air ingress while the system is depressurized.  FEI responds to hundreds of gas 4 

emergencies each year involving from one to hundreds of customers. 5 

Q12: Can you provide an example of the type of damage or harm that can occur from a 6 

gas leak upon repressurization, which FEI’s approach is intended to prevent?  7 

 The main risk associated with leaking gas upon repressurization is an explosion or fire, 8 

causing injury, death, or property damage.  FEI’s approach is intended to, and does, 9 

mitigate that risk. 10 

As an illustration of the potential risks, FEI is aware of reports of two gas explosions 11 

occurring in Fort McMurray when ATCO Gas repressurized its system following the 2016 12 

wildfire in that community.  The depressurization had affected approximately 20,000 13 

ATCO Gas customers.  According to CBC News, “the blasts damaged neighbourhoods 14 

that were untouched by May's wildfire.”16  The homes were apparently empty at the time, 15 

as the general evacuation order had not yet been lifted.  It is reasonable to expect that 16 

many premises in the Lower Mainland would similarly be empty during a gas outage for 17 

various reasons. 18 

Residents affected by one explosion brought a $20 million class action against ATCO Gas, 19 

which was court-certified to proceed in 2019.  ATCO Gas has disputed liability and FEI is 20 

not aware of any court decision; however, ATCO Gas did not dispute that the explosion 21 

was caused by natural gas or that it occurred upon repressurization of the adjacent 22 

system.  The certification order, Statement of Claim, and Statement of Defense are 23 

attached collectively as Appendix A.17   24 

The CBC News articles included the following photos of the aftermath of the explosion 25 

that was the subject of the class action.  Photo 1 shows at least one home destroyed, and 26 

others that are significantly damaged. Photo 2 was also published by CBC News in 27 

another article.18 28 

                                                 
16  https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/edmonton/class-action-lawsuit-atco-gas-explosion-fort-mcmurray-1.3977644. 
17  The court order certifying the class action against ATCO Gas, which was by consent of all parties, explicitly 

confirmed the explosion was a gas explosion.  The Plaintiffs’ allegations with respect to the scope of the physical 
damage are set out in paragraphs 8 and 9 of the certified Statement of Claim attached to the Order. 

18  https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/edmonton/atco-gas-explosion-fort-mcmurray-court-1.5147642. 
 

https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/edmonton/class-action-lawsuit-atco-gas-explosion-fort-mcmurray-1.3977644
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/edmonton/atco-gas-explosion-fort-mcmurray-court-1.5147642
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Photo 1:  Aerial photo taken by Wood Buffalo Emergency Services after a gas explosion at 1 

118 Clenell Crescent, Fort McMurray, on May 17th. (RMWB) 2 

 3 

Photo 2:  Several homes destroyed in an explosion which took place during the wildfire 4 

evacuation. (Wallis Snowdon/CBC Edmonton) 5 

 6 
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4.2 FEI’s Crews Will be Performing Tasks in Parallel  1 

Q13: You indicated above that REL’s incorrect inferences about FEI’s process has led it 2 

to overestimate the potential time savings associated with their recommendations.  3 

In that regard, can you please comment on REL’s table on page 17 which it says 4 

“summarizes FEI’s view of the steps needed in response to a no-flow event”? 5 

 REL’s table includes a column indicating FEI’s “Action or Concern”, and what REL says 6 

is a summary of FEI’s approach with respect to each Action or Concern.  FEI notes the 7 

following about the table:  8 

 Characterizing the items in the table as “steps” is incorrect to the extent that implies 9 

FEI would conduct them strictly sequentially. This is not reflective of what FEI 10 

expects would actually transpire. Some items REL has included in the column 11 

“Action or Concern” would be addressed through a single step.  Other actions 12 

happen in tandem.   13 

 REL’s descriptions of FEI’s approach to purging and leak surveys oversimplifies 14 

the process.  As discussed in Section 6 below, FEI expects that leak surveys would 15 

be prioritized to certain areas of the system that have an elevated risk of third-party 16 

damage or have been depressurized for an extended period.  Purging and leak 17 

surveys can be conducted as part of repressurizing a collapsed system and do not 18 

significantly delay relighting customer appliances.  19 

 REL states that FEI’s position in the absence of AMI is that the “Distribution will 20 

depressurize to zero”, but that with AMI “Some or all sections of distribution system 21 

can remain pressurized.”  This is accurate in the absence of the TLSE Project; 22 

however, the TLSE Project will delay the need to shut down portions of the system, 23 

making it far more likely that some or all of the distribution system will remain fully 24 

functioning until the no-flow event is resolved.  In any circumstance, once meter 25 

valves are closed, appliances will still need to be relit once gas supply is re-26 

established.   27 

 REL says that FEI sees potential to conduct relights “remotely with customer 28 

telephone” once AMI is in place.  The potential to reopen the automated gas valve 29 

remotely still requires someone to relight all downstream appliances in the 30 

premises.  As discussed in Section 8 below, based on historical experience, FEI 31 

expects that a majority of Lower Mainland customers will still need on-site 32 

assistance from a professional.  As REL later notes, even with AMI “…the relight 33 

process may still be as onerous.”19 34 

                                                 
19  REL Evidence, p. 17. 
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4.3 The Expected Timeline is Longest Before AMI is Implemented 1 

Q14: For clarity, please outline FEI’s intended process assuming the absence of AMI’s 2 

automated meter valve shutoff. 3 

 FEI’s process assuming the absence of AMI’s automated meter valve shut off consists of 4 

three overlapping phases: 5 

 Shutdown (Residential, Commercial and Industrial): In the absence of AMI 6 

automated meter shutoff, FEI must manually verify that the meter valves at 7 

customer premises are closed before repressurizing that segment of the system. 8 

Field technicians would attend every meter and use a hand wrench to turn off the 9 

meter valve to stop any flow of gas into the premises.  The time required to 10 

complete this phase is a function of the number of meters, the number of available 11 

field technicians, customer geographic density, weather conditions and traffic 12 

conditions.  Although REL has suggested that these site visits are unnecessary,20 13 

verification step is a requirement under the GSR.  14 

 Repressurization: FEI expects that repressurization would begin approximately 15 

three days after gas flow resumes on the T-South system (which is reflected in 16 

Figure 1 below). Before repressurization could start, FEI would have started to 17 

segment its system into manageable sizes (typically a few thousand customers 18 

per segment) and would have turned off the customers in the isolated segments.  19 

Repressurization is necessary because, in the absence of AMI, isolated portions 20 

of the system will naturally depressurize as customers continue to consume gas.  21 

Repressurizing the system would involve: 22 

o Developing a detailed restoration plan for the sequencing of restoring 23 

supply (planning would commence early and concurrently with the 24 

shutdown activities).  While much of this work has been done during the 25 

development of FEI’s Preservation and Restoration Plan, there would still 26 

be a need to tailor the plans for the specific circumstances of the event.   27 

o Reintroducing gas sequentially, working from the supply points (gate 28 

stations) into sections of the distribution system that are otherwise isolated 29 

from the rest of the system by closing existing valves or creating new 30 

isolation points. Specific plans would include the sequencing for which 31 

isolation valves would be closed and then opened and any need for new 32 

isolation points installed (e.g., temporary or permanent physical sectioning 33 

of distribution mains). This detailed planning is necessary to ensure that 34 

the gasification of the isolated section will not affect the hydraulic integrity 35 

of the larger FEI system.  36 

                                                 
20  REL Evidence,  pp. 30 and 42. 
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o Checking the system integrity by slowly introducing gas into an isolated 1 

segment and monitoring the pressure increase. The larger the isolated 2 

segment and the longer that it has been isolated, the greater the probability 3 

that its integrity may have been compromised due to third-party damage. 4 

o Purging segments in areas where leaks have been identified or where air 5 

in the system is otherwise suspected. 6 

o Conducting leak surveys if the newly pressurized segment does not hold 7 

pressure as expected, if there is elevated risk of third-party damage, or if 8 

the area has been without pressure for a prolonged period.  9 

These steps occur during the early portion of the restoration timeline and 10 

concurrently with the relighting activities that begin following the resolution of the 11 

no-flow event and then the successful repressurization of the first segments.  The 12 

repressurization work is performed segment-by-segment and FEI expects that in 13 

many cases repressurizing a segment and purging and leak surveying the same 14 

segment are all conducted on the same day.   15 

 Relights: As soon as a segment is repressurized, field employees would typically 16 

(i.e., unless a significant leak or other operational issue was identified) begin the 17 

process of relighting appliances in that segment.  FEI would prioritize 18 

reconnections to vital community service providers, and then perform the 19 

necessary work at other premises in the newly repressurized segment. 20 

Q15: For clarity, please provide a figure showing FEI’s expected timeline for the full 21 

resumption of service in the Lower Mainland, assuming the absence of AMI’s 22 

automated meter valve shutoff.   23 

 The presence or absence of automated meter shutoffs (associated with AMI) significantly 24 

affects the timelines for full restoration of service.  Figure 1 below illustrates FEI’s expected 25 

timeline for the full resumption of service in the Lower Mainland without AMI.  This timeline 26 

is based on the full staffing availability contemplated in FEI’s System Preservation and 27 

Restoration Plan, which includes FEI employees and contractors, augmented by local 28 

private contractors and significant mutual aid personnel from other utilities.21 Customer 29 

relight productivity rates are at their highest during the first few weeks in Figure 1 as FEI 30 

crews address the most readily accessible premises.22  It assumes (for reasons discussed 31 

                                                 
21  FEI’s Preservation and Restoration Plan estimates, reflected in the figures above, assume access to resources 

working 6 days a week and 12 hour days (operations would continue seven days a week, but for safety reasons 
employees would work six days and then have one day off to recover). Refer to Appendix B for additional details. 

22  As time progresses, FEI’s relight productivity rates will decrease. The reason for this decrease is some field 
resources will have to start driving back to neighbourhoods to complete customer relights that were not completed 
during FEI’s first sweep because some customers were not home. 
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later) that 25 percent of customers will perform their own relights.  It also assumes that 1 

FEI is able to proceed with its work without any unforeseen major disruption.  . 2 

Key dates in the expected timeline of Figure 1 include: 3 

 Day 1 of the timeline in Figure 1 represents the point when a pressure collapse 4 

occurs in the Lower Mainland system.  FEI would respond as quickly as possible 5 

to try and preserve pressure within the Transmission and Intermediate pressure 6 

systems by using valves at gate stations throughout the system.  7 

 Starting on Day 2 (and continuing to Day 3), FEI is planning its resources and 8 

creating shutdown work orders.  9 

 Starting on Day 2 (and continuing to Day 7), FEI is confirming  the Lower Mainland 10 

Transmission Pressure and Intermediate Pressure systems are isolated from the 11 

distribution system and retained pressure or are prepared to be re-pressurized.  12 

This work ensures that, when gas supply has been restored, the distribution 13 

system can be repressurized in sections.  Sectionalizing FEI’s Lower Mainland 14 

distribution system consists of closing main valves and in some cases crimping 15 

mains within the distribution system. 16 

 On Day 4, FEI starts to perform customer shutdowns (turning off manual meter set 17 

valves). 18 

 On Day 5, it is assumed that gas supply to the Lower Mainland on the T-South 19 

system has been restored. Note that FEI would not be ready to begin 20 

repressurization work until Day 8 in any event.  Also, since the remainder of the 21 

work depends on gas supply being available, any delay in the resumption of T-22 

South supply beyond Day 8 would also delay FEI’s timeline for restoring service.  23 

 By Day 8, FEI has finished sufficiently sectionalizing the system and completing 24 

customer shutdowns at the meterset that some areas of the Lower Mainland 25 

system can now start to be repressurized.  The repressurization work is performed 26 

segment-by-segment and in Figure 1 below, regassifying a segment and purging 27 

and leak surveying the same segment are all conducted on the same day.   28 

 By Day 10, FEI has repressurized enough of the Lower Mainland gas system and 29 

begins relighting customer appliances in large groups. Relights would continue 30 

until Day 72.  31 
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Figure 1:  Restoration timeline for the Lower Mainland following a T-South no-flow event 1 

(prior to the implementation of AMI) 2 

 3 

Even in a best case scenario, during the first four weeks, FEI would be closing meter 4 

valves (to comply with the GSR requirements), repressurizing segments of the collapsed 5 

system, and relighting customers. Prior to the end of Week 5, FEI would expect to have 6 

repressurized the entire Lower Mainland system. Relighting the last of FEI’s customers 7 

would conclude in Week 11. There is a high probably during the repressurization effort, 8 

that FEI will have to repair damage to its system so the actual repressurization timeline 9 

may exceed the illustrated three and half weeks. Should the effort to repressurize FEI’s 10 

system take significantly longer for any reason, completion of customer relights may also 11 

be delayed. 12 

A Microsoft Excel working model used to derive Figure 1 is provided in Appendix B, and 13 

all of the assumptions and inputs are stated.  FEI recognizes that an actual event would 14 

vary somewhat from the assumptions used; however, the potential for time variances is 15 

asymmetrical.  That is, although unforeseen events (e.g., identification of major leaks, bad 16 

weather, competing demands limiting mutual aid assistance) could cause significant 17 

delays in the restoration work, it is much less likely that opportunities for time savings 18 

would meaningfully shorten the time required.  FEI has performed its own sensitivity 19 

testing of the working model (refer to the response to Q36) to test the assumptions and 20 

does not foresee any realistic scenario where there could be time savings of the magnitude 21 

hypothesized by REL. 22 

Q16: How does FEI’s approach translate in terms of the expected pace or trajectory of 23 

relights in the Lower Mainland, assuming the absence of AMI?  24 

 The anticipated process discussed above results in a steady increase of reconnections 25 

starting soon after partial gas flows resume on T-South system.  The expected trajectory 26 

of cumulative reconnections in the absence of AMI, based on the same inputs as used in 27 

Figure 1 above, is shown in Figure 2 below.   28 

FEI would expect to start to perform relights during Week 2 but expects that it would be 29 

resource limited because a percentage of the field resources who are qualified to relight 30 

appliances would still be closing meter valves. Once the Lower Mainland system is 31 

repressurized (Weeks 2 to 5), the projected 25 percent of customers who may relight their 32 
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own appliances are also included in the projected weekly total of customer relights. By 1 

Week 5, FEI would have closed all meter valves in the affected areas and the resources 2 

that were performing this critical task could now instead join the existing crews conducting 3 

appliance relights.  4 

Figure 2:  Timeline of cumulative number of customers restored (prior to the 5 

implementation of AMI) 6 

 7 

4.4 AMI Shortens the Timeline But Full Restoration Will Still Take More Than 8 

Two Months  9 

Q17: FEI has sought approval to implement AMI in a separate BCUC process.  Please 10 

also provide a timeline showing how the introduction of AMI will affect FEI’s time 11 

estimates.  12 

 The implementation of AMI for residential and small commercial customers will reduce 13 

aspects of the timeline, as shown in Figure 3 below.  During the first week of activities, this 14 

timeline uses the same assumptions outlined in the response to Q16; however, AMI in 15 

most scenarios will prevent a system pressure collapse such that when gas supply is 16 

restored on Day 5, FEI would able to bring the system back into operation during Days 6 17 

to 7. Other resourcing and the percentage of customers that perform self-relights are the 18 

same as what is assumed in the response to Q16. Even with AMI, it would still take more 19 

than eight weeks from the time FEI starts closing meter valves before restoring service to 20 
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all Lower Mainland customers.  The timeline would be extended to the extent that there 1 

was a delay in resumption of flows on the T-South system. 2 

A Microsoft Excel working model used to derive Figure 3 is provided in Appendix B. 3 

Appendix B also contains the assumptions used to determine resource availability and 4 

production rates.  5 

Figure 3:  Restoration timeline for the Lower Mainland following a T-South no-flow event 6 

(after the implementation of AMI) 7 

 8 

The main benefits that AMI has on the timeline relate to shutdown and repressurization:23  9 

 Shutdown: With AMI in place, FEI does not need to physically visit all Lower Mainland 10 

premises to confirm the meter valves are closed before turning on the gas supply to 11 

an area.  FEI would still need to visit “radio off” residential customers and commercial 12 

and industrial customer premises to manually close these meter valves, which would 13 

take 3 to 4 days to complete.   14 

 Repressurization: In most cases, AMI will allow the Lower Mainland system to retain 15 

pressure, since closing the meter valves prevent residential customers from continuing 16 

to consume gas.  “Radio off”, commercial and industrial customers would continue to 17 

use gas until manually isolated in the shutdown process unless they manually turn off 18 

appliances in response to appeals to reduce consumption. Because, in most cases, 19 

AMI averts a pressure collapse, the system will retain some pressure; consequently, 20 

once gas supply to the Lower Mainland is available again, the repressurization effort 21 

will only require a day or two to complete. Repressurization now consists of bringing 22 

the system back up to operating pressure and does not include purging or leak 23 

surveying. 24 

 Relighting: AMI would not materially change the total time for FEI to perform relights, 25 

as the closure of the meter valve results in depressurization of the pipes within the 26 

customer premises and the pilots in all appliances extinguish.24 The slight decrease in 27 

time required to complete relights in the AMI scenario is a result of being able dedicate 28 

all of the qualified field resources to customer relights instead of having to dedicate 29 

                                                 
23  Workshop Transcript pp. 158-159. 
24  There would likely be slight efficiencies for those customers that do elect to perform their own relight, because FEI 

can do a remote dial test for them. 
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most of these resources to closing meter valves in the early weeks of the “No AMI” 1 

scenario (as shown in Figure 1 above).   2 

FEI has performed its own sensitivity testing of the working model (refer to the response 3 

to Q36) to test the post-AMI assumptions and does not foresee any realistic scenario 4 

where there could be time savings of the magnitude hypothesized by REL. 5 

Q18: How does that process translate in terms of the expected pace or trajectory of 6 

reconnections in the Lower Mainland, assuming AMI is in place?  7 

 Figure 4 below aligns with the inputs in Figure 3.  It illustrates how, with AMI in place, 8 

relighting of customer appliances would start in Week 1.  A much larger number of 9 

customer relights would be completed in that first week because the projected 25 percent 10 

of customers who may relight their appliances would likely do so shortly after gas supply 11 

to the Lower Mainland is restored. The figure also shows that three weeks after starting 12 

customer relights, over 270,000 customers would still be without service. Five weeks after 13 

starting relights, over 100,000 customers would still be without service.  At best, full 14 

restoration of service would only occur eight weeks after FEI starts relighting customer 15 

appliances.  16 

Figure 4:  Timeline of cumulative number of customers restored (after to the 17 

implementation of AMI) 18 

 19 
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5.0 FEI MUST FOLLOW THE GAS SAFETY REGULATION REGARDING METER 1 

VALVE SHUTOFF 2 

Q19: With respect FEI’s approach of ensuring meter valves are shut off before the section 3 

of the system is repressurized, REL states:  4 

“The requirement to shut off individual services and then turn them 5 

back on appears to REL to be the primary reason why FEI views a 3-6 

day no-flow event as an unacceptable outcome as it would mean a 7 

prolonged outage for hundreds of thousands of customers.  8 

However, as demonstrated by Centra, a no-flow event can be 9 

withstood without turning off every individual service. Avoiding 10 

turning off each service also avoids the need to turn each service 11 

back on. There is still the issue of completing the relighting process, 12 

which is addressed in Section 6.8.”25 13 

REL elaborates: 14 

“It is not necessary for FEI to shut off individual services in a zero-15 

pressure situation as the individual gas appliance safety features will 16 

prevent gas from entering the customer’s premises. For manually 17 

controlled appliances, customers can be expected to turn off 18 

appliances such as cooktops if they stop working while in use. It is 19 

not reasonable for FEI to continue a lengthy process to turn off 20 

individual customer services once the no-flow event on T-South is 21 

over and FEI can repressurize its system.”26 22 

Would REL’s recommended approach be lawful in British Columbia?   23 

 No, REL’s recommended approach is prohibited by the BC GSR.   24 

The GSR provides: 25 

Division 2 — Installation and Repair Procedures for Appliances and Gas Systems 26 

                                                 
25  REL Evidence, p. 4: “In this evidence, REL explains that FEI does not need to shut off each and every individual 

service in the event of a no-flow event. This is one of the most significant factors that dictates the timeline for the 
prolonged outage that FEI states will result from even a short-term no-flow event.” 

26  REL Evidence, p. 46. 
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Turning gas supply on and off 1 

53 (1) A person must not turn off a gas supply unless there is an imminent safety 2 

hazard and the person notifies all affected consumers. 3 

(2) If a gas supply has been turned off, a person must not turn the supply on 4 

again until the person 5 

(a) notifies all affected consumers, and 6 

(b) carefully checks all outlets and pilots to ascertain that they are relighted or 7 

turned off. [Underlining added.] 8 

Section 2(b) of the GSR has implications for both the shutdown, regasification, and 9 

relighting processes.  10 

As per the GSR, if the gas supply has been turned off, then FEI must notify the customer 11 

before turning the gas supply back on (s. 53(2)(b)) and ensure that no gas flows through 12 

to appliances or outlets in premises unless they are checked to ascertain that they are 13 

relighted or turned off.  In practice this means: 14 

 first isolating customers from a collapsed portion of FEI’s system by closing the 15 

premises’ meter valve; 16 

 regassifying the system and informing the customer that their gas supply will be 17 

turned back on (GSR 53.2.a); and 18 

 when the meter valve is opened, the technician (or owner/occupant, if that person 19 

opens the valve to perform a self-relight) ensures the premises’ gas outlets are 20 

turned off or appliances are relit.  21 

As such, in the absence of AMI, any reasonable time estimate for restoration of service in 22 

the Lower Mainland must account for site visits to all Lower Mainland customers.  Figure 23 

1 above includes time for this step.  24 

Once AMI is in place for residential customers, FEI will be able to use the automated 25 

meters to perform this “careful check” remotely.  FEI will still need to visit the premises of 26 

the approximately 50,000 customers in the Lower Mainland that will not be capable of 27 

remote disconnection.  As shown in Figure 3 above, FEI has estimated that visiting these 28 

customers would take approximately 3 to 4 days as stated in RCIA IR2 36.1.1. 29 

As REL acknowledges in the passage quoted in the question, once the meter valves have 30 

been closed—whether remotely or manually—appliances will have to be relit.  The 31 

relighting process is the most time consuming aspect of service restoration.   32 
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Q20: Apart from the requirements under the GSR, what is the rationale for closing meter 1 

valves before repressurizing the adjacent system? 2 

 Closing meter valves is a critical step to ensure customer and public safety, as described 3 

in FEI’s responses to the RCIA IR1 8 series of questions. While it is a moot point given 4 

that the law requires FEI to act in the way it is planning to act, FEI wishes to elaborate on 5 

the safety considerations given how dismissive REL appears to be of FEI’s concerns.   6 

If the meter valve remains open, repressurizing FEI’s system would result in gas 7 

immediately flowing into customer houselines and to individual appliances.  There are 8 

safety risks associated primarily with faulty automatic shutoffs in appliances, or people 9 

leaving appliances with manual shutoff valves in the “on” position when gas ceases to 10 

flow.   11 

REL expresses confidence in automatic shutoffs on modern appliances27 and states that 12 

the risk of failure is no different than in the ordinary course.28  This does not reflect FEI’s 13 

operating experience. In the ordinary course, FEI encounters many defective appliances 14 

(e.g., commercial grills, stoves, hot water heaters, furnaces, and fireplaces) that represent 15 

safety hazards.  Defects include safety valve failures, such as failure of springs to work 16 

under zero gas pressure.29 There has also been a safety recall on common 17 

electromagnetic appliance gas valves that customers either may not be aware of, or may 18 

not have addressed.30   19 

These types of issues are evident in FEI’s historical tracking data for trouble calls involving 20 

customer appliances.  An FEI technician or gas fitter issues a “Red Tag” when a defective 21 

appliance is encountered during a service call or outage; in this case, the owner is 22 

prohibited from relighting the appliance until it is repaired or replaced. A “Pink Tag” is 23 

issued by a technician as a caution if a defect is found that requires the attention of a 24 

licensed gas fitter but does not prohibit the owner from operating the appliance.  Figure 5 25 

below shows the Red Tags and Pink Tags registered by FEI technicians for the one year 26 

period from October 19, 2020 to October 19, 2021.  During this time there were 999 Red 27 

Tags and 1557 Pink Tags issued.  Over 517 of the defects associated with Red Tags 28 

issued by FEI in that one year period (the rows shown in boldface in Figure 5) were related 29 

to leaks in customer appliances (320 occurrences), defective control valves (68 30 

occurrences), or pilot safety controls (29 occurrences).   31 

It is important to recognize that many of these appliances are, from any superficial 32 

examination, ostensibly functioning properly until the gas is turned off; typically the 33 

technical issue is only revealed when FEI’s technician attempts to relight the appliance.  34 

In other words, the latent failure of an automatic safety device will not be evident during 35 

                                                 
27  REL Evidence, p. 33.  
28  BCUC IR1 3.2 on REL’s evidence. 
29  In BCUC IR1 3.2 on REL’s evidence, REL cites the presence of such springs as a reason for confidence.   
30  Robertshaw Recall of Series 7000 Gas Valves due to valve sticking open after loss of pilot light. 

https://www.csagroup.org/recall/gas-control-valves-robertshaw-controls-13-04/  

https://www.csagroup.org/recall/gas-control-valves-robertshaw-controls-13-04/
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normal system operation and appliance usage. It is only once gas supply is restored after 1 

having been turned off that the failure of the safety device (automatic shutoff) makes itself 2 

known.  3 

Figure 5:  Customer appliance Red tags and Pink tags issued by FEI from October 19, 2020 4 

to October 19, 2021 5 

D
e
fe

c
t 

Tags 
Red 
Tags 

Pink 
tags 

Total 

Total: 999 1557 2556 

Code Violation 31 27 58 

House Piping 56 182 238 

Venting 76 52 128 

Not specified 0 1311 1311 

Excessive CO in flue 235 0 235 

Improper venting 53 0 53 

Unvented 8 0 8 

Obstructed flue/vent 35 0 35 

Down draft 18 0 18 

Venting deteriorated 17 0 17 

No draft diverter 0 0 0 

Lack of combustion air 28 0 28 

No relief valve 1 0 1 

Defective control valve 68 0 68 

Gas leak in piping 84 0 84 

Leak-appliance connector 45 0 45 

Gas leak at appliance 291 0 291 

No pilot safety/control 29 0 29 

Defective Heat Exchanger 152 0 152 

Plugged heat exchanger 134 0 134 

No limit control 4 0 4 

Defective Limit control 17 0 17 

Condition Other 181 0 181 

Note:  Due to some tags recording multiple defects found, the sum of the defects found exceeds the number 6 
of tags issued.   7 

REL states that “The risk of an appliance valve failing to close is more dependent on 8 

whether the customer is home and can detect the leaking gas odour and less on whether 9 

the gas system is repressurizing from zero pressure or in normal operation.”31  Further, 10 

REL suggests that people can call FEI or 911 and “remain out of their homes for a period 11 

                                                 
31  BCUC IR1 3.2 on REL’s evidence. 
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of time until the meter shutoff valve can be turned off”.32 It is true that residents are likely 1 

to call FEI or 911 if they smell a gas leak; however, this is dependent on people being 2 

present and detecting the gas odours.  As one example, following a wide-scale outage, 3 

thousands of restaurants in the Lower Mainland would be closed (due to a lack of gas to 4 

operate their appliances) such that no one would be present to detect leaking gas.  5 

Further, there are many vacant or unoccupied homes in the Lower Mainland in the ordinary 6 

course.  It is reasonable to expect that the number of vacant homes would be higher in 7 

circumstances where occupants have no heat, since in cold weather they can be expected 8 

to move to another shelter where heat is available.  In much of the Lower Mainland, people 9 

live in high-rise condominiums and apartment blocks where the failure of one customer to 10 

turn off a cooktop could have significant impacts on the entire building.33  FEI intends to 11 

mitigate these risks by following the process mandated by the GSR, and ensuring that 12 

meter valves are off before repressurizing the adjacent portion of FEI’s system. 13 

REL states that it is unaware of the prevalence of old appliances with no shutoff valves in 14 

BC, and says “[if] FEI is aware of the existence of appliance valves in its service territory 15 

that do not automatically close the gas supply when the pilot goes out, then FEI should 16 

have a plan to address these valves.”  FEI does not have that data either, nor is there any 17 

reasonable means for it to collect this data from its over one million customers—and to 18 

ensure that it is up to date and accurate at all times (customers routinely replace their 19 

appliances).  Under the BC regulatory framework, FEI advises the customer and BC 20 

Safety Authority if FEI technicians identify such appliances during service calls, but the 21 

BC Safety Authority oversees customer appliances more generally.   22 

A non-exhaustive list of appliances that typically have manual shutoffs include many 23 

commercial grills, residential stoves and barbeques, Bunsen burners and gas valves in 24 

educational and research labs, welding torches, and small process kilns. REL downplays 25 

the risk that occupants will leave manual valves on when gas ceases to flow to the 26 

premises during the shutdown, stating that “[a] customer acting reasonably would not 27 

leave the cooktop in the “on” position if the flame was extinguished.”34  REL also cites the 28 

potential to provide safety messaging, including warnings to be vigilant for the smell of gas 29 

and the need to shut individual appliances such as cooktops and barbeques off.”  30 

Certainly, in the event of a supply emergency, FEI will be ready with the type of safety 31 

messaging that REL contemplates.  However, FEI does not regard messaging as an equal 32 

substitute for shutting off the meter valves as contemplated in the GSR:  33 

 First, FEI believes it is unreasonable to expect that FEI’s hundreds of thousands 34 

of affected customers will unfailingly act in the manner that REL characterizes as 35 

being rational.  FEI and contractors performing service calls do, from time to time, 36 

                                                 
32  Ibid. 
33  During one inside leak investigation, the responding FEI technician noted gas readings at an electrical outlet.  

Punching holes in the drywall to trace gas readings eventually revealed the source to be a neighbour that had left 
a cooktop on (and not lit) creating a gas odour.  This investigation spanned a 12 hour period. 

34  REL Evidence, p. 28. 
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find appliances being left in the open position when gas service to a premises has 1 

been disrupted.  As an additional illustration of the potential for human error or 2 

even irrational behavior when it comes to safety: the US National Fire Protection 3 

Association (NFPA) reports35 that leaving cooking equipment unattended is a 4 

factor in one-third of cooking fires, despite the self-evident risks of doing so. 5 

 Second, messaging directed at customers to enable them to safety manage their 6 

appliance relighting assumes a basic level of understanding on the part of 7 

customers as to the location and nature of their appliances.  It is not uncommon 8 

for customers (particularly elderly customers or more vulnerable populations) to be 9 

unable to identify gas appliances in their own premises when FEI personnel 10 

perform service calls; it follows that these customers may be unable to ascertain 11 

that all outlets and pilots are relighted or turned off.  FEI also contends with 12 

language barriers, since there are a large number of languages spoken in the 13 

Lower Mainland. 14 

 Third, people must also be present in their premises to respond to the message, 15 

leaving travelers or otherwise absent occupants vulnerable.   16 

For all of the above reasons, in the context of an outage that could impact hundreds of 17 

thousands of Lower Mainland customers with hundreds of thousands of appliances, FEI 18 

would not indiscriminately restore gas service to customers based solely on REL’s 19 

assumptions about automatic valves and customer behavior.  FEI’s policy (which is 20 

compliant with the GSR) is for meter valves to remain closed until someone (an FEI 21 

technician, gas fitter, or the customer/occupant) is present in the customer premises and 22 

ready and able to relight appliances or identify problems.  FEI intends to comply with the 23 

GSR at all times. 24 

                                                 
35  https://www.nfpa.org/-/media/Files/News-and-Research/Fire-statistics-and-reports/US-Fire-Problem/Fire-

causes/oscooking.pdf. 

https://www.nfpa.org/-/media/Files/News-and-Research/Fire-statistics-and-reports/US-Fire-Problem/Fire-causes/oscooking.pdf
https://www.nfpa.org/-/media/Files/News-and-Research/Fire-statistics-and-reports/US-Fire-Problem/Fire-causes/oscooking.pdf
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6.0 ADDITIONAL RESPONSE TO REL REGARDING LEAK SURVEYS 1 

Q21:  REL states with regard to leak surveys: 2 

“In REL’s view, it is unreasonable for FEI to hold off re-establishing 3 

service to its customers once it has restored pressure to the 4 

distribution system. It would certainly be difficult to explain to 5 

customers that they must wait additional days, weeks, or months for 6 

FEI to complete leak surveys before allowing them to restore gas 7 

service. In fact, FEI may run into a situation where customers fail to 8 

wait and reactivate their own services while FEI continues its leak 9 

surveys.”36 10 

Is this a realistic scenario?   11 

 No, REL’s comments are based on a misunderstanding of FEI’s process.  There is no 12 

circumstance in which FEI would first repressurize the entire system and make customers 13 

“wait additional…weeks, or months for FEI to complete leak surveys before allowing them 14 

to restore gas service.”    15 

Under FEI’s System Preservation and Restoration Plan, repressurization, leak surveys 16 

and relights would occur in parallel, on an area-by-area basis.  As FEI stated in response 17 

to RCIA IR1 8.12, “While FEI crews continued to safely repressurize remaining sections 18 

of the collapsed system, FEI would have other dedicated groups of employees working in 19 

parallel, relighting customers connected to sections of the system that are safe to resume 20 

operation.”  As a result, in many circumstances (particularly in the initial weeks of the 21 

restoration process), there would be little time between a specific area being repressurized 22 

and FEI visiting customer premises in that area to perform relights. 23 

Q22: To what extent is FEI’s approach to leak surveying extending the duration of fully 24 

restoring service to Lower Mainland customers?  25 

 Leak survey work would occur in parallel with customer relights and can be completed 26 

much faster than the relighting of customer appliances.  As such, theoretically dispensing 27 

with leak surveys altogether would only affect the overall time to fully restore service in the 28 

Lower Mainland to the extent that personnel responsible for leak surveys and purging 29 

could be reallocated to relight activities.  However, even before AMI, this represents only 30 

a very small percentage of the personnel (likely less than 5 percent).  Once AMI is in place, 31 

the percentage of personnel performing leak surveying would be even smaller, as FEI will 32 

have been able to maintain pressure on much of the system.  In other words, REL’s 33 

                                                 
36  REL Evidence, p. 39. 
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recommendation to do away with leak surveys would not reduce the time estimate for full 1 

restoration of service to mere days as REL seems to anticipate. 2 

Q23: REL states: “There is no need to conduct leak surveys to prove the integrity of the 3 

system, and in fact such leak surveys can only meaningfully take place once the 4 

distribution system has been repressurized.”37  Can you comment? 5 

 FEI is already contemplating that the integrity of the system is verified, in the first instance, 6 

by determining whether an isolated area of the system is holding pressure as expected as 7 

gas is being reintroduced.  The pressure check would reveal large leaks, such that in the 8 

event that the system is holding pressure as expected FEI may be able to begin relighting 9 

almost immediately while another crew conducted a leak survey in parallel.  A failed 10 

pressure check may delay relight activity in a specific area until the cause is identified and 11 

isolated.  Evidence of active high risk construction activity may delay relights in an area 12 

briefly, but relight crews are unlikely to remain idle. In addition, as FEI proceeds through 13 

the Lower Mainland area-by-area, the later areas will have been depressurized for some 14 

time.  In such cases, FEI could end up surveying most or all of the system within these 15 

areas, although if the pressure check has passed these surveys would not hold up 16 

relighting activities. 17 

To the extent that REL is suggesting dispensing with leak surveys altogether regardless 18 

of the outcome of the pressure check and level of construction activity, FEI would strongly 19 

oppose this in the interest of public safety. 20 

Q24: REL provides the following recommendations in lieu of FEI performing leak 21 

surveys:  22 

“To minimize the risk of this [i.e., third-party damage to depressurized 23 

lines], there are steps that FEI can take. The most meaningful way to 24 

minimize this risk is to minimize the time that the system is 25 

unpressurized. FEI appears to agree with this based on its decisions 26 

to not leak survey its systems in prior zero-pressure events. 27 

Secondly, FEI can proactively contact excavators and especially 28 

directional drilling contractors and warn them of the risk of contacting 29 

its pipelines, and recommend that they cease excavation operations 30 

until the system is restored. To limit the number of contractors FEI 31 

must contact, an option is for FEI to work with the B.C. One Call centre 32 

to identify those contractors with open or recent tickets and to 33 

                                                 
37  REL Evidence, p. 46. 
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contact them. FEI can develop processes ahead of time to facilitate 1 

such mass communications.”38 2 

What is your response?  3 

 As described in Section 4 above, FEI’s approach would be to repressurize successive 4 

areas of the system as quickly as safety permits and  FEI’s available resources allow.  The 5 

timelines in Figures 1 and 3 above, which reflect the staffing and approach reflected in the 6 

System Preservation and Restoration Plan, already reflect the self-evident need to restore 7 

service as quickly as possible.   8 

FEI recognizes the benefit of public messaging and outreach to reduce the risk of third-9 

party damage.  FEI already invests in advertising campaigns regarding “call before you 10 

dig”, and outreach would increase during a supply emergency.  However, FEI regards it 11 

as impractical to expect all developers, owners and construction companies in the Lower 12 

Mainland to cease excavation altogether.  As noted previously, there will be large portions 13 

of the Lower Mainland that will wait weeks before being fully repressurized.   14 

With respect to targeting directional drilling contractors specifically, there are many other 15 

ways to unknowingly damage a depressurized gas system.  FEI’s system can be damaged 16 

through activities such as curbing and forming for concrete (where the contractor 17 

inadvertently hammers in rebar or stakes into the gas line), or digging fence posts and 18 

sign posts (see Photo 3 below for stake damage).  FEI’s steel service lines in the Lower 19 

Mainland include a compression coupling that can be pulled apart unknowingly by 20 

excavator activity.  These are just some examples that would not be captured by REL’s 21 

suggestions. In fact, most of the damage to FEI’s system is related to the use of backhoes, 22 

excavators and hand tools, not directional drilling. 23 

Photo 3:  Service Line Puncture from Stake  24 

 25 

                                                 
38  REL Evidence, p. 39. 
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While a mass communication plan could be developed by FEI and communicated to 1 

drilling contractors, excavation contractors, etc. by collaborating with BC 1 Call, there is a 2 

considerable issue with people who already fail to adhere to proper protocols and 3 

construction techniques.   4 

FEI experiences, on average, approximately three reported damage incidents each day 5 

system-wide.  FEI’s damage statistics also show that, on an annual basis, approximately 6 

two-thirds of the damages to FEI’s system are committed by third-parties who have not 7 

obtained a BC 1 Call ticket and locate information, despite a legal requirement to do so.  8 

As such, REL’s suggestion for FEI “to work with the BC 1 Call centre to identify those 9 

contractors with open or recent tickets and to contact them” would have little effect on 10 

reducing system damages caused by the vast majority of people who damage FEI’s 11 

system.   12 

Further, in FEI’s experience, even with a live and pressurized gas system, damages occur 13 

that are not reported with the incident location left in an unsafe condition. An instance 14 

where a contractor tried to hide line damage is shown in Photos 4 to 7 below.  Photos 8 15 

and 9 below also illustrate actual discoveries by FEI of attempted makeshift repairs during 16 

previous damages to its system. FEI expects that with an unpressurized system the 17 

likelihood of unreported incidents would only increase.  18 
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Photos 4 to 7:  Attempts by Contractor to Conceal Damage to Gas Line39 1 

  

  

                                                 
39   The first photo shows gas line damage in Chilliwack, BC in May 2022. The contractor backfilled after damaging the 

pipe and left the site. Gas travelled underground with 100 percent volume detected in BC Hydro ducts and 28 
percent volume in storm drains causing multiple home evacuations. Thus, the BC Hydro ducts (containing live 
electrical cables) in the vicinity were fully charged with escaping natural gas, which is an obvious safety hazard in 
the presence of live electrical equipment. 
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Photos 8 and 9:  Makeshift Repair Attempts by Contractors  1 

In An Effort to Conceal Damage to Gas Lines 2 

3 

 4 

 5 
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7.0 ADDITIONAL RESPONSE TO REL REGARDING PURGING OF THE SYSTEM 1 

Q25: REL states in the Executive Summary that, by closing the isolation valves at the 2 

inlet to the Coastal Transmission System at Huntingdon station, FEI can “…isolate 3 

its system from the upstream T-South system and avoid the possibility of air 4 

entrainment from the T-South rupture.”40 Can you please comment?  5 

 As discussed in the response to Q8 above, FEI’s planned restoration response, including 6 

purging, is driven by concern about air entrainment from sources on FEI’s own system, 7 

not concern about air entrainment from an upstream T-South rupture entering FEI system.   8 

FEI would close the isolation valves at Huntingdon station before pressure on T-South 9 

was reduced to zero, and Westcoast would do the same on their system, which would 10 

prevent air entrainment from the rupture itself;  11 

  

  

    

Q26: REL states in its Executive Summary: “Since the no-flow event is expected to be 15 

over in a matter of one to three days, the risk of air entrainment in FEI’s own 16 

[system] is negligible.”41 What is your response? 17 

 FEI agrees in principle that, where there is only a short period of depressurization (for 18 

example, a single day), the risk of air entrainment in to FEI’s system is reduced.  The two 19 

prior outages on FEI’s system discussed in the response to RCIA IR2 32.1 are examples 20 

of short-duration (one day) outages where that risk of third-party damage was minimal, 21 

thus avoiding the need to perform any purging.  As explained previously, it is not credible 22 

to suggest that a T-South no-flow event during the winter would result in a one to three 23 

day disruption to Lower Mainland customers. 24 

As explained in the response to Q15, it would take weeks to manually close meter valves 25 

in a larger or system-wide outage before the implementation of AMI.  Because AMI will 26 

greatly shorten the duration to close all meter set valves, this will effectively eliminate the 27 

potential for air to enter FEI’s system from residential premises.  Nevertheless, even after 28 

AMI is implemented, (as shown in Figure 3) it will take three to four days to turn off 29 

commercial customer meter valves.  Portions of the system with more commercial 30 

customers will continue to have some risk of air entrainment because of potential above 31 

ground leaks. 32 

                                                 
40  REL Evidence, p. 4. 
41  REL Evidence, p. 4. 
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Q27: REL states: “There is no need to purge the entire distribution system; local purging 1 

of pipelines is only required where there is an obvious breach of the pipeline.”42  2 

Can you please comment?  3 

 FEI does not expect that it will be necessary to purge its system entirely, but would do so 4 

in locations where there appears to be an elevated risk of air entrainment in the system.  5 

In the response to Q24 above, FEI discussed situations where breaches of the pipeline 6 

will not be “obvious” while the system is depressurized (including willful or inadvertent 7 

reburial).  FEI thus believes that purging is appropriate where there is an elevated potential 8 

for third-party damage based on the type of construction or work activities being 9 

undertaken in the vicinity.  10 

Another potential source of air entrainment in depressurized portions of FEI’s system is 11 

faulty customer appliances or appliances left on. FortisBC residential regulators fail open 12 

during a depressurized event; therefore, there is a path for air entrainment/displacement 13 

from the customer’s gas service.  The risk this represents in the absence of purging will 14 

depend on how long the system is depressurized before the meter valve is closed.  It is 15 

unlikely to be an issue where only residential AMI meters are present, but it may be an 16 

issue where there are manual meter valves present that took several days to close. 17 

As previously cited in the response to RCIA IR1 9.1, the Winter 2016 edition of The PEG, 18 

published by the Association of Engineers and Geoscientists of Alberta (APEGA) included 19 

an article on the aftermath of the Fort McMurray fires in 2016 and ATCO’s restoration of 20 

service. 43  With respect to purging, the article stated: 21 

Before service could be restored, gas lines needed to be purged to ensure there 22 

was no air in the system. To purge a system, gas is flowed through the pipelines 23 

to push out the air. This is done at various end points in the system, usually at 24 

homes or gate stations. Service valves had to be shut off at all homes and 25 

businesses. 26 

ATCO suspected there would be mostly gas in the pipes with only a small amount 27 

of air. “What we found was a lot of air and a little bit of gas. Which meant the entire 28 

system had to be purged,” says Mr. Carter. 29 

As such, when faced with an extended outage, FEI would prepare to purge extensively 30 

until such time as the evidence specific to the incident supports that the purging of the 31 

system could be reduced. 32 

Q28: REL downplays the risk of third-party damage, stating: “Again, in the context of air 33 

entrainment when the system is at zero pressure, REL is of the view that it would 34 

                                                 
42  REL Evidence, p. 46. 
43  https://online.flippingbook.com/view/874501/52/. 

https://online.flippingbook.com/view/874501/52/
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require a large, hazardous leak to be in existence prior to or at the time of reaching 1 

zero pressure. Such a leak would be highly noticeable in the urban and developed 2 

areas of the Lower Mainland when the system is under pressure.”44  Do you agree? 3 

 No. This statement overlooks the potential for third-party damage to occur after the system 4 

is at zero pressure.   5 

When the gas system is at zero psig and is damaged by a third party, they may or may 6 

not realize that they hit a gas line. They may briefly detect a small amount of odourant 7 

from the residual gas, but with no gas blowing (because there is no pressure in the system) 8 

there is also no clear indication that system damage has occurred.  Thus, without realizing 9 

that they hit the gas system, a damager may cover the system in its damaged state, 10 

allowing water, air, etc. to enter the system and form an explosive air/gas mixture or non-11 

combustible slug of air within the gas system.   12 

REL acknowledges the potential for an unnoticed horizontal directional drilling (HDD) 13 

strike to go unnoticed;45 however, as discussed in the response to Q24 above, HDD is 14 

only one type of ground disturbance activity.  Other causes of the hundreds of system 15 

damages FEI experiences every year include: 16 

 Stakes and/or rebar used for concrete curbing and forming; 17 

 Residents and contractors installing fence posts;  18 

 Excavators operating heavy machinery;  19 

 Homeowners and landscapers clearing and planting gardens; 20 

 Surveyors driving in stakes or iron pins; and 21 

 Realtors driving signposts into the ground. 22 

Once a gas line is damaged, it is impossible to tell how far the air has infiltrated.  It is 23 

unsafe to have an explosive air/gas mixture or slugs of non-combustible gas (air) in the 24 

system, and to have it flow to customers’ premises.  Hence, when FEI is aware of high 25 

risk activity in the vicinity, FEI will typically purge the nearby mains, service lines, and 26 

customer houselines. 27 

REL has not acknowledged the potential for multiple third-party damages to be detected 28 

and reported all at once following the repressurization of the system. FEI technicians and 29 

emergency responders across the Lower Mainland would have to respond to multiple 30 

near-simultaneously reported gas leaks. This would further impair FEI’s restoration 31 

capabilities which may already be resource constrained.  32 

                                                 
44  CEC IR1 1.2 on REL’s evidence. 
45  CEC IR1 2.1 on REL’s evidence. 
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Q29: Regarding the potential sources of air entrainment from a customer premises, REL 1 

states:  2 

“A furnace with electronic ignition can open its valve to the burners 3 

during a start attempt, which effectively opens the system and allows 4 

gas to escape. If several start attempts are made, the gas in the house 5 

line can dissipate. Or, a homeowner may try to light their pilot, not 6 

realizing that the service to the house is shut off. There may also be 7 

a mix of appliances within the home that have pilots and electronic 8 

ignition which have tried to light when the meter valve was shut off.”46 9 

Can you please comment? 10 

 FEI agrees that air in the customer’s houseline is a result of an appliance attempting to 11 

relight while the gas pressure in the houseline has collapsed.  When a system is collapsed, 12 

and the meter valve is open, the houseline pressure will also be collapsed. As REL states, 13 

during this situation, when an appliance attempts to relight, air will instead enter the 14 

houseline and possibly migrate into FEI’s system. This possibility will continue until the 15 

meter valve is closed or an appliance locks out and the gas safety valve does not allow 16 

air to enter the houseline. 17 

Q30: In response to the potential for air entrainment from manual valves on customer 18 

appliances being left on, REL states: 19 

“While it is plausible, for air to enter the system this way gas must 20 

still leak out. The gas will be odourized and provide an indication to 21 

the customer to take action: i.e. to turn off the burner. FEI can also 22 

undertake public messaging – which will be essential for several 23 

reasons during such an emergency as a no-flow event – to remind 24 

customers to turn off gas appliances such as stoves and 25 

barbeques.”47 26 

 Can you please comment? 27 

 REL appears to be relying heavily on the assumption that every person within the Lower 28 

Mainland would take heed of public messaging and would be present within their premises 29 

to monitor and attend to gas odour issues diligently.  FEI agrees that the significant 30 

majority of customers and member of the public could be expected act responsibly, and 31 

many would be present to detect and report leakage.  However, REL does not appear to 32 

                                                 
46  REL Evidence, p. 36. 
47  REL Evidence, p. 37. 
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recognize that, given the vast number of premises involved in Lower Mainland outage 1 

scenario, that even a small percentage of customers diverging from normal expectations 2 

could create a concerning number of potential safety incidents.  Further, REL does not 3 

appear to fully acknowledge that the risks associated with a wide-scale event are 4 

significantly different from the smaller examples provided in their submission. For 5 

example, a significant number of customers in such an extended event would likely not be 6 

occupying their premise for the duration of the event and may not be present to detect gas 7 

odours that indicate a hazardous gas concentrations may be accumulating or already 8 

exist. 9 

Q31: REL also states:  10 

“Furthermore, air in house lines is not the significant safety issue that 11 

FEI claims. When relighting such appliances, these lines are 12 

effectively purged back into service through the pilot flow or through 13 

electronic ignition start cycles. Practically, the person performing the 14 

relight must hold the pilot actuator for a longer period of time until 15 

gas reaches the ignitor, or an appliance like a furnace with electronic 16 

ignition must cycle multiple times before it starts.”48 17 

What is your response? 18 

 REL’s characterization of the risk is consistent with a normal localized shutdown but is 19 

under representing the additional possibility of larger amounts of air entering FEI system 20 

as a result of the extended nature of the much larger outages considered here.  FEI is 21 

concerned that air in FEI’s system could move into premises previously successfully relit 22 

snuffing the appliance pilot and leaving the customer premise reliant on proper functioning 23 

of the safety.  This creates a similar situation to re-pressurizing against an open meter 24 

valve (which FEI would not do) although it would affect a smaller population of premises. 25 

Q32: In any event, to what extent is purging portions of FEI’s distribution system 26 

contributing to the total expected time to fully restore service in the Lower 27 

Mainland?   28 

 The time that FEI estimates would be required to perform targeted purging is already 29 

reflected in the timelines in Figures 1 and 3, and purging activity does not contribute 30 

materially to the overall time to restore service to the Lower Mainland irrespective of 31 

whether AMI is in place.  Purging work is occurring in parallel and can be completed much 32 

faster than the relighting of customer appliances.  As such, theoretically dispensing with 33 

purging altogether would only affect the overall time to fully restore service in the Lower 34 

                                                 
48  REL Evidence, p. 37. 
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Mainland to the extent that personnel responsible for purging could be reallocated to 1 

relight activities.  As discussed in response to Q22 above, reallocating the small number 2 

of personnel responsible for purging would not reduce the time estimate for full restoration 3 

of service to mere days as REL seems to anticipate. 4 

Q33: Is FEI anticipating also purging the customer’s in-premises pipes (downstream of 5 

the meter valve) when it conducts relights?   6 

 Yes, the discussion above relates to purging of FEI’s own system.  Purging the customer’s 7 

houselines of air once the customer’s meter valve is opened is a normal process that a 8 

technician undertakes when relighting the premises’ appliances, and is factored into the 9 

relighting time in FEI’s System Preservation and Restoration Plan and in Figures 1 and 3. 10 

After a prolonged system outage, there likely will be air in the premises’ houselines so the 11 

technician would first relight the gas cooktop if available.49 If entrained air causes a 12 

flameout the technician will identify this, relight the cooktop and restart the purging process 13 

until the appliance remains lit. If a cooktop is not available, the technician would relight the 14 

premises’ hot water tank and ensure all the air in the houselines is purged before 15 

continuing to relight the remaining appliances.   16 

If this houseline purging process is not completed properly, air will remain in the houseline 17 

and could cause an appliance to flameout. If the appliance’s gas safety valve fails and 18 

allows unignited gas to flow out of the appliance a safety issue will occur and could result 19 

in a fire or explosion. 20 

                                                 
49  A cooktop is an ideal choice to purge a customer’s houseline of air because a cooktop can be manually left in the 

‘on’ position. 
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8.0 MANY CUSTOMERS WOULD OR COULD NOT RELIGHT THEIR OWN 1 

APPLIANCES  2 

Q34:  REL agrees “that relighting tens or hundreds of thousands of customers is a 3 

monumental task.”50  One of REL’s main recommendations to shorten the time 4 

required to restore service across the Lower Mainland is to educate customers 5 

about relighting their own appliances, although REL acknowledges that, 6 

regardless: “REL expects that FEI will still need to employ an “all-hands-on-deck” 7 

approach to completing relights as many customers will not be comfortable 8 

performing them.”51  What is your response? 9 

 FEI agrees with REL that some customers would be willing to perform relights on their 10 

own, but that many customers would not be comfortable or able to do so.  FEI’s time 11 

estimates in Figures 1 and 3 above already assume that 25 percent of Lower Mainland 12 

customers will perform their own relights.   13 

Q35: Why does FEI assume in its analysis that 75 percent of customers will require 14 

assistance with relighting appliances?  15 

 FEI’s experience and data supports that the vast majority of customers require assistance 16 

relighting appliances when FEI restores service to a premises after outages due to a local 17 

gas emergency, lock-off, or routine meter exchange.  FEI has assumed a lower 18 

percentage of only 75 percent of customers requiring assistance in Figures 1 and 3 based 19 

on the expectation that some customers might be more inclined during a wide-scale 20 

outage to overcome personal hesitancy if they have been without gas service for some 21 

time already.   22 

FEI considers this assumption to be reasonable, and there are two reasons why FEI is 23 

cautious about making more aggressive assumptions regarding the number of customer 24 

who would relight their own appliances.  First, as REL recognizes, a certain portion of the 25 

customer base would be unable to perform the work (e.g., elderly or disabled individuals), 26 

and many people would be very hesitant about reigniting gas appliances on their own.  27 

Second, since the system will be repressurized on an area-by-area basis concurrent with 28 

FEI’s crews visiting individual premises, customers in the earlier areas being regasified 29 

would save little time by performing their own relights rather than waiting for a crew in the 30 

neighbourhood to reach them.  FEI believes it would be highly unrealistic to expect that 31 

the majority of the hundreds of thousands of Lower Mainland customers would undertake 32 

that work themselves even with published instructions.   33 

                                                 
50  REL Evidence, p. 42. 
51  REL Evidence, p. 45. 
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Q36: Please provide a sensitivity analysis showing how FEI’s estimated time to relight 1 

appliances in the Lower Mainland would be affected by some customers (with or 2 

without AMI) being willing and able to perform their own relights. 3 

 Figure 6 below provides the requested sensitivity analyses, with and without AMI.  AMI 4 

accelerates the timeline because, with AMI, some FEI field employees that would have 5 

normally been devoted to meter shut offs can instead be allocated to relights.  The 6 

calculations are performed on the basis as Figures 1 and 3 above. 7 

As indicated previously, FEI considers it to be highly unrealistic to plan on the basis that 8 

a majority of customers will perform relights on their own.  Regardless, the sensitivity 9 

analysis shows that it would still take weeks or months to restore service to all Lower 10 

Mainland customers. Even the highly improbable assumption of 75 percent of customers 11 

relighting their own appliances would leave FEI with over 160,000 customers requiring 12 

assistance to relight their appliances. This unrealistic scenario is still over 40 times larger 13 

than the Otterburne outage cited by REL.   14 

Figure 6:  Sensitivity Analysis of Full Restoration of Service Times  15 

Assuming No AMI, With AMI and a Portion of Self-Relights 16 

 17 

Q37: REL notes that some newer appliances have the ability to automatically relight once 18 

gas flow resumes in the premises.52  Can you comment on how that affects your 19 

estimated time line?  20 

 There are many appliances in use in the Lower Mainland that predate 2010 when 21 

electronic ignition was mandated for new high-efficiency furnaces. The existence of these 22 

older furnaces has been observed by FEI technicians during the normal course of 23 

business when appliances require relighting following routine meter exchanges. It is 24 

possible that the relatively mild climate of the Lower Mainland region allows older low- to 25 

mid-efficiency appliances to continue to provide reasonable levels of heat without being 26 

excessively costly to operate. As such, customers in this region may not have the same 27 

incentives to upgrade to more modern high-efficiency equipment than customers in the 28 

colder Interior and Northern regions of BC (or the Otterburne region of Manitoba, for that 29 

matter). In the absence of data that confirms otherwise, FEI assumes that there are likely 30 

                                                 
52  REL Evidence, p. 46. 

Assumed % of Lower 

Mainland Customers 

Performing Self-

Relights

   Remaining Number of 

LML Customers 

Requiring FEI Relight 

Assistance

 No AMI-    Estimated 

Duration to Fully 

Restore Service to 

LML Customers

With AMI-   Estimated 

Duration to Fully 

Restore Service to 

LML Customers

25% (base case) 489,000 72 days 61 days

50% (aggressive) 326,000 55 days 44 days

75% (unrealistic) 163,000 37 days 27 days
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thousands, or tens of thousands, of furnaces which have standing pilots, and hence would 1 

require relighting following a gas outage. 2 

Regardless, FEI has confirmed both through discussions with equipment manufacturers, 3 

and through its own testing of typical equipment, that electronic ignition appliances will 4 

likely not perform as described by REL in its submission. This is because in most cases, 5 

appliances with electronic ignition will automatically “lock out” for safety reasons when 6 

they attempt (and fail) to automatically light during the period while gas supply to the 7 

customer is disrupted.53 This lock-out condition will persist indefinitely, even after gas 8 

supply is restored to the appliance. This expected behaviour requires action on the part of 9 

the customer or occupant to reset the appliance. In some cases, this reset can be 10 

accomplished by cycling the power to the furnace; some vendors have indicated that the 11 

lock-out can only be reset through the appliance control panel. Given this behaviour, FEI 12 

expects that many customers will either be incapable or uncomfortable with resetting 13 

appliances on their own to clear the lock-out, and hence these customers will still require 14 

a technician to visit their premises for assistance. 15 

Q38: REL provides a number of other recommendations on pages 42 and 43 for work that 16 

FEI can potentially do in advance to expedite the relight process.  Can you 17 

comment?  18 

 FEI provides the following responses to these other recommendations. 19 

 “A web portal where customers can enter their relight status.”   20 

While it is conceivable to develop a web portal, develop an app, and operate a phone line 21 

(REL proposed the latter two channels in a subsequent IR response)54 that could allow 22 

customers to provide FEI with the relight status of their appliances, FEI does not believe 23 

these would be utilized by customers to make an impact on the amount of time it would 24 

take to restore service to FEI’s Lower Mainland customers.  25 

First, as described previously in Section 4.4, in the absence of AMI there may be little time 26 

between when pressure is restored to an area and when FEI’s crews visit the premises.  27 

FEI field technicians will still end up going to customer’s premises only to learn at that time 28 

the appliances have been relit.  29 

Second, as described previously in the response to Q35, FEI’s experience with its 30 

customers suggests that few of the projected 25 percent that will relight their own 31 

                                                 
53  During an extended gas outage in cold weather the temperature inside buildings would begin to drop. Once the 

temperature in the building drops below the thermostat setpoint, the thermostat would automatically signal the 
furnace to start up. Since there is no gas supply to the premises, the furnace will fail to ignite and the automatic 
control will go to lock-out. 

54  BCUC IR1 4.4.1 on REL’s evidence. 
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appliances. It is even less likely they would consistently update FEI as to their relight 1 

status. It is typical for customers who relight their appliances after a meter exchange 2 

(change and leave off) or an emergency outage not to advise FEI.  3 

Third, managing appliance relights in the manner REL suggests in the context of a Lower 4 

Mainland-wide outage would be extremely challenging. During a gas emergency of this 5 

magnitude, FEI’s finite resources will be fully consumed issuing field work orders and 6 

providing support to field employees. Continually revising job packages to be issued to the 7 

field on a daily basis would be impractical.  8 

 9 

In summary, these offerings would consume significant resources to develop and 10 

maintain, the offerings would likely not be utilized, nor does FEI expect to achieve the time 11 

savings REL is hypothesizing. 12 

 “Establishment of priority relights, such as hospitals, care homes, communal 13 

living facilities, etc.”  14 

FEI already has a process for identifying critical customers of this nature for priority 15 

restoration of service following outages. 16 

 “Establishment of priority geographic areas for relights based on the 17 

likelihood that these areas have older furnaces without electronic ignition or 18 

where it may be less likely that customers are willing or able to conduct their 19 

own relights.”   20 

 “Identification of customers who have furnaces and other appliances with 21 

electronic ignition so that these customers can be prioritized lower for 22 

relighting.” 23 

FEI does not maintain a database on the age or type of its customer appliances. FEI would 24 

be limited to considering the age of the service that provides gas from FEI’s gas main to 25 

the customer’s premises; however, this would not give a true indication of the age or type 26 

of appliances in each premises as these can be replaced at any time subsequent to the 27 

installation of the service line.  28 

Managing the effort to relight FEI’s customers in the manner REL suggests would be 29 

extremely challenging. During a gas emergency of the scope and scale contemplated to 30 

occur in the Lower Mainland, FEI will be resource constrained just to issue work orders 31 

out to field crews and provide them with proper support. Expecting FEI’s technicians to 32 

traverse the Lower Mainland so the next prioritized area or customer is relit will result in a 33 

very inefficient effort, in terms of overall restoration time for the Lower Mainland. Instead, 34 

the methodical, sequential approach as stated in FEI’s System Preservation and 35 

Restoration Plan is the best and most efficient approach to relighting the highest number 36 
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of customers in the shortest amount of time. The System Preservation and Restoration 1 

Plan also prioritizes customer relights by customer classification (critical or non-critical 2 

customer) and by how long a segment’s gas pressure has collapsed.  3 
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9.0 CENTRA’S EXPERIENCE IS INAPPLICABLE IN THIS CONTEXT 1 

Q39: REL says in Section 5.5:  2 

“Absent from Centra’s service response to the no-flow incident were 3 

the following steps or activities which FEI states it must complete 4 

when shutting down and restoring its system: 5 

·  Shutting off each residential customer’s meter shutoff valve 6 

·  Verification that each residential customer’s meter shutoff valve is 7 

closed 8 

·  Leak surveys 9 

·  Purging the distribution system with nitrogen and natural gas to 10 

remove air 11 

·  Purging each customer’s piping to remove air” 12 

What is your response?  13 

 FEI is unable to comment on the regulatory framework in Manitoba and has not verified 14 

REL’s description of Centra’s process.  However, leaving meter valves open before 15 

repressurizing would be prohibited in BC by the GSR.   16 

According to REL in its response to BCUC IR1 2.2 on its evidence, Centra did close some 17 

restaurant meter valves.  The reason REL provides is that “REL understands that not all 18 

commercial appliances have automatic shutoff valves, such as commercial cooking 19 

appliances. Hence, it was important that commercial services to restaurants were shut 20 

off.”  In fact, there are a number of types of commercial appliances that have no automatic 21 

shutoff valves.  Residential stoves and gas barbeques do not have automatic shutoffs 22 

either.  REL did not specify how prevalent these appliances are in the area of the 23 

Otterburne outage, but FEI is confident there would be thousands to tens of thousands 24 

more of them in the Lower Mainland. FEI would not know which premises have these 25 

appliances, and which do not, at any given time.   26 

REL states, citing Centra’s approach to the Otterburne rupture: “In REL’s view, a no-flow 27 

event on the order of several days need not cause a long-term outage because FEI does 28 

not need to undertake the proposed time-consuming activities such as leak surveys and 29 

purging the system of air in order to safely restore service to its customers.”55  Based on 30 

how REL has described the Otterburne event, the Otterburne situation differed 31 

significantly from the type of outage FEI could expect in the Lower Mainland. FEI 32 

                                                 
55  REL Evidence, pp. 3-4. 
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understands why Centra might not have performed a leak survey in their specific 1 

circumstances.  Indeed, FEI likely would have made the same determination in Centra 2 

Gas’ circumstances with respect to purging and surveys for the following reasons:  3 

 The outage was contained to a small geographic area, with limited gas distribution 4 

infrastructure; 5 

 The area was predominantly rural, with limited development activity; 6 

 The outage was fully resolved, with service fully restored, within 63 to 73 hours; 7 

and    8 

 It occurred mid-winter during extreme sub-zero temperatures (CBC reported at the 9 

time that it was minus 20°C, or minus 34°C with wind chill),56 which is not conducive 10 

to outdoor activities such as ground excavation.   11 

FEI repressurized a small part of its own system in 2018 following the T-South Incident 12 

without performing a leak survey.  This is because it was a small area, largely rural, without 13 

active construction activities and following a relatively short outage.57  The same is true 14 

for the other short duration limited-scope outage referenced in RCIA IR2 32.1. 15 

In contrast, an outage in the Lower Mainland following a no-flow event on T-South would 16 

have the following characteristics: 17 

 The outage would affect a very large geographic area with thousands of kilometers 18 

of gas lines;    19 

 The area is predominantly urban, and portions are experiencing significant 20 

construction projects and development;   21 

 The construction season is year-round; and   22 

 The length of the outage is also necessarily going to be significantly longer than 23 

the Otterburne event because of the number of customers requiring restoration.   24 

The relative levels of construction activity in the Eastman area (the approximate 25 

geographic region in Manitoba impacted by the Otterburne outage) versus the Lower 26 

Mainland region are illustrated by the number of locate requests received (Figure 7 below) 27 

and system damages (Figure 8 below) for the respective areas.58  Of particular note is that 28 

there is a significant drop (an approximate 75 to 80 percent difference from high and low) 29 

                                                 
56  https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/manitoba/natural-gas-pipeline-explodes-near-otterburne-man-

1.2510873#:~:text=A%20fire%20is%20out%20after%20burning%20for%20more,where%20temperatures%20dipp
ed%20to%20near%20-20%20C%20overnight. 

57  Salmon Valley is a small system in the Prince George area fed from the Westcoast system.  It was isolated after 
the rupture.  It has one small station, about 100 customers, about 8.9 km of 60mm and 42mm distribution pressure 
mains. 

58  FEI obtained the relevant data from Manitoba Hydro.   

https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/manitoba/natural-gas-pipeline-explodes-near-otterburne-man-1.2510873#:~:text=A%20fire%20is%20out%20after%20burning%20for%20more,where%20temperatures%20dipped%20to%20near%20-20%20C%20overnight
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/manitoba/natural-gas-pipeline-explodes-near-otterburne-man-1.2510873#:~:text=A%20fire%20is%20out%20after%20burning%20for%20more,where%20temperatures%20dipped%20to%20near%20-20%20C%20overnight
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/manitoba/natural-gas-pipeline-explodes-near-otterburne-man-1.2510873#:~:text=A%20fire%20is%20out%20after%20burning%20for%20more,where%20temperatures%20dipped%20to%20near%20-20%20C%20overnight
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in locate requests during the winter months in the Eastman area of Manitoba. In contrast, 1 

excavation work continues at significant levels throughout the year in the Lower Mainland 2 

(the number of locate requests illustrates a much smaller 30 to 40 percent difference from 3 

high to low throughout the year). Further, the number of system damages is also 4 

significantly lower during the winter months in the Eastman area, whereas the number of 5 

damages to FEI’s Lower Mainland system remains relatively steady throughout the year. 6 

Figure 7:  Underground Locate Requests for the Centra Eastman Area versus FEI Lower 7 

Mainland Region 8 

 
Centra 

Eastman area 

(2020) 

Centra 

Eastman area 

(2021) 

FEI 

Lower Mainland 

(2020) 

FEI 

Lower Mainland 

(2021) 

January 471 438  6,635   7,358  

February 380 318  6,552   6,726  

March 352 556  7,151   9,869  

April 534 1,057  7,361   8,574  

May 1,396 1,177  7,412   9,005  

June 1,296 1,497  7,520   7,884  

July 1,051 1,063  6,919   7,318  

August 1,051 1,181  6,766   7,035  

September 1,093 1,053  7,198   7,447  

October 1,081 956  7,706   7,411  

November 776 901  7,731   7,119  

December 428 593  5,494   5,903  

Total 9,909 10,790 84,445 91,649 

Notes: 9 

 Centra locations: Eastman area (New Bothwell, Niverville, Otterburne, Kleefeld, St-10 

Pierre-Jolys, Grunthal, St. Malo and Dufrost) 11 

 FEI locations: All Lower Mainland systems  12 

Figure 8:  Number of system damages for the Centra Eastman area  13 

versus FEI Lower Mainland region 14 

 
Centra 

Eastman area 

(2020) 

Centra 

Eastman area 

(2021) 

FEI 

Lower Mainland 

(2020) 

FEI 

Lower Mainland 

(2021) 

January 1 1  19   34  

February 0 1  35   26  

March 0 0  42   30  

April 1 2  38   46  

May 4 8  42   44  

June 4 1  42   43  
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Centra 

Eastman area 

(2020) 

Centra 

Eastman area 

(2021) 

FEI 

Lower Mainland 

(2020) 

FEI 

Lower Mainland 

(2021) 

July 2 1  51   39  

August 4 4  59   57  

September 2 3  51   56  

October 0 5  36   38  

November 1 1  29   46  

December 1 1  26   23  

Total 20 28 470 482 

Notes: 1 

 Centra locations: Eastman area (New Bothwell, Niverville, Otterburne, Kleefeld, St-Pierre-2 

Jolys, Grunthal, St. Malo and Dufrost) 3 

 FEI locations: All Lower Mainland systems  4 

With AMI, most of the Lower Mainland will retain pressure, thus eliminating most leak 5 

surveying.  Pre-AMI, some parts of the depressurized system that are the first to be 6 

repressurized may only be depressurized for several days.  In these areas, leak surveys 7 

may be unnecessary or the surveys could be very limited.  However, absent AMI, large 8 

parts of the Lower Mainland system will be without pressure for weeks, which increases 9 

the risk of third party damage.  FEI would likely perform additional surveys in those areas 10 

to confirm the integrity of the system, particularly where there are indications of significant 11 

underground excavation activity taking place.   12 

Q40: How does FEI’s process compare to that of ATCO Gas following the May 2016 Fort 13 

McMurray outage?  14 

 FEI’s process generally aligns with the approach taken by ATCO Gas as described in The 15 

PEG magazine cited in the response to Q27 above. Specifically, ATCO Gas: 16 

a. visited every home and business location to shut off the service valve;  17 

b. confirmed the safety and availability of supply from the upstream gas provider prior 18 

to beginning customer restoration;  19 

c. conducted inspections and any necessary system repairs prior to beginning 20 

customer restoration. 21 

The article stated, for instance:  22 
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THE PURGE 1 

ATCO typically brings about 20,000 new gas customers online every year. In Fort 2 

McMurray, 20,000 homes and businesses needed to be brought back online 3 

ASAP. 4 

Before service could be restored, gas lines needed to be purged to ensure there 5 

was no air in the system. To purge a system, gas is flowed through the pipelines 6 

to push out the air. This is done at various end points in the system, usually at 7 

homes or gate stations. Service valves had to be shut off at all homes and 8 

businesses. 9 

ATCO suspected there would be mostly gas in the pipes with only a small amount 10 

of air. “What we found was a lot of air and a little bit of gas. Which meant the entire 11 

system had to be purged,” says Mr. Carter. 12 

But crews couldn’t just start opening valves. A team of Professional Engineers from 13 

within the company was called upon to create a set of procedures to guide the 14 

project in a safe and coordinated manner. 15 

They were tasked with finding the most effective purge points and determining how 16 

long each purge should last. After crunching the numbers, they identified upwards 17 

of 1,500 purge points across the city. 18 

[…] 19 

But there were more hurdles. When people began returning, ATCO Gas 20 

employees had to visit homes and stores to turn gas valves back on, complete 21 

safety inspections, and relight appliances.  22 

Q41: Do other operators’ experience corroborate FEI’s time estimates to fully restore 23 

service in the Lower Mainland? 24 

 Yes.  FEI checked the reasonableness of its estimates against the experience of ATCO 25 

Gas following the Fort McMurray wildfires and the Black Hills Company service disruption 26 

that occurred in Aspen, Colorado in December, 2020.   Recognizing that not all the details 27 

of each incident are available to make a direct comparison, FEI’s estimates for addressing 28 

outages generally correspond.  If anything, the experience of ATCO Gas and Black Hills 29 

Company suggests longer, not shorter, times that those yielded by FEI’s System 30 

Preservation and Restoration Plan modelling.   31 

ATCO has stated it took 10 days to safely regassify the system that serves 20,000 32 

customers using 150 personnel.  FEI’s model in Appendix B shows it would take 33 

approximately two days to isolate the equivalent 20,000 customers and approximately one 34 

day to repressurize, requiring approximately three days to safely regassify the same sized 35 
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system.  Accounting that the requirements for purging the Fort McMurray system, in the 1 

aftermath of a wildfire was found to be extensively required, FEI’s three day estimate of 2 

repressurizing and being ready to commence relighting the equivalent 20,000 customers 3 

rather than the 10 days it took ATCO seems reasonably comparable. 4 

Public reports from Black Hills Energy indicate that it took 170 technicians, 36 hours to 5 

complete 3,500 relights.  Effectively on average, it took a technician in excess of 1.5 hours 6 

per relight.  FEI’s Preservation and Restoration Plan model shows that it would take 170 7 

technicians working in the Lower Mainland only 18 hours (approximately half the time that 8 

it took Black Hills Energy) to relight the same number of customers. On average, this is 9 

0.8 hours per relight. This efficiency rate reflects the work described elsewhere in this 10 

Rebuttal Evidence, and also contains the expectation that a number of customers will not 11 

be home when the technician arrives so subsequent follow-up visits would be required 12 

until all 3500 customers have their appliances relit.  13 

Q42: REL has identified what it refers to as “lessons learned” from Centra’s experience 14 

with the Otterburne rupture. One “lesson learned” addressed by REL relates to AMI:  15 

“Advanced metering infrastructure that had remote shut off capability 16 

could have aided the response had it been in place. Centra would 17 

have used it to turn off additional commercial services, primarily to 18 

preserve the line pack in the transmission and distribution systems 19 

so it could be consumed by residential customers. Additional 20 

telemetry from advanced metering infrastructure would also have 21 

provided Centra with additional situational information on pressures 22 

and locations.”59 23 

Does FEI agree that AMI is beneficial from a resiliency standpoint?   24 

 Yes.  AMI will provide the benefits of remote shutoff capability for residential customers 25 

and greatly improve FEI’s situational awareness during both normal and abnormal system 26 

operations.  FEI has described how AMI complements the TLSE Project as a resiliency 27 

tool in Section 4.2.2 of the Application and FEI’s responses to BCUC IR1 16.2 and 16.2.  28 

Q43: REL indicates in its response to BCUC IR1 2.1.1 on its evidence that “REL expects 29 

that conservation of gas was not a priority as the minimal line pack – as evidenced 30 

by the time that the systems reached zero pressure (between 10 and 17 hours) – 31 

meant that there was insufficient time to convey a gas conservation message to the 32 

                                                 
59  REL Evidence, p. 24. 
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public and expect a meaningful response.”  How would this compare to the Lower 1 

Mainland system without the TLSE Project? 2 

 The result would be similar in the case of the Lower Mainland system in the absence of 3 

the TLSE Project.  In a normal winter there is no prospect that conservation messaging 4 

would be able to prevent hydraulic collapse in the Lower Mainland, even with all available 5 

tools being used.  As discussed in the response to BCUC Panel IR1 5.1.2, with the existing 6 

Tilbury facilities as the only supply resource in the event of a no-flow event on T-South the 7 

regasification capacity could only serve a fraction of the Lower Mainland load.   8 

Q44: REL also identifies the potential to use of trucked Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) 9 

as a lesson learned from Otterburne outage.60  Can you please comment on that in 10 

the context of the Lower Mainland?  11 

 FEI’s Application and the Guidehouse report both articulate that each utility must look at 12 

its unique needs when developing tools to improve resiliency.  FEI sees the step that 13 

Centra took in building a loading dock to facilitate the temporary use of CNG as being 14 

directly analogous to what FEI is proposing with the TLSE Project—in other words, 15 

developing the ability to provide stored supply to maintain service to customers during a 16 

pipeline disruption.   17 

The scale of the TLSE Project storage is obviously much larger than the Centra solution, 18 

but it is commensurate with the much larger size of the Lower Mainland load.  As 19 

discussed in the Application and the responses to CEC IR1 8.1 and MS2S IR2 1.3, stored 20 

and/or trucked CNG is not a realistic option for maintaining service in the Lower Mainland.  21 

Even if the infrastructure existed for truck filling, in the context of a T-South no-flow event 22 

there is no practical way to move the volumes of gas required to sustain even a limited 23 

portion of the Lower Mainland load, nor is there a CNG source within hundreds of 24 

kilometres of the Lower Mainland that could meet the volumes needed even if it were 25 

practical to move.61   26 

Q45: REL states “Because of the cold temperatures, Centra coordinated with Manitoba 27 

Hydro’s electric operations to shift electric load settings on the feeders in the area 28 

to maximize the capacity of the electric system to support temporary electric 29 

heating for affected customers.”  Further, REL recommends that “FEI should 30 

continue to work with BC Hydro in order to improve this aspect of the response to 31 

future no-flow events”. How would the Otterburne response translate to a Lower 32 

Mainland outage?  33 

 FEI has every expectation that BC Hydro would do what it could to support people in the 34 

Lower Mainland during a gas system outage. However, in contrast to the Otterburne 35 

                                                 
60  REL Evidence, p. 24. 
61  FEI could not obtain CNG from the US (I-5 corridor) because it is also dependent on T-South supply as well. 
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outage (which impacted 3600 gas customers), a T-South no-flow event could result in 1 

outages to several hundred thousand FEI customers throughout the Lower Mainland 2 

region. As illustrated in Figure 4-6 of the Application, FEI’s cumulative three-day demand 3 

for all winter months exceeds 1 Bcf for all winter months. This volume of gas is equivalent 4 

to approximately 366 TJ per day of energy.62 When converted directly into electricity units 5 

this is approximately 102 GWh per day.63 In other words, throughout the winter period, 6 

FEI’s system delivers approximately 4240 MW of electric energy equivalent in each hour 7 

to the Lower Mainland, on average.64 Even when accounting for efficiency differences and 8 

the potential temporary nature of the heating load, it is highly unlikely that BC Hydro would 9 

be able to absorb the sudden imposition of this amount of incremental electric load onto 10 

their system.65 11 

As such, FEI is unclear on specifically what BC Hydro could “improve” in their system to 12 

support the sudden imposition of hundreds of megawatts of unexpected load in the Lower 13 

Mainland region at a time when BC Hydro may already be experiencing peak demand 14 

conditions.   15 

Q46: Does FEI have any other observations about the Otterburne rupture?  16 

 Yes.  FEI notes that in REL’s description of the event, following the rupture of one of three 17 

pipelines in the corridor, TCPL shut down the two adjacent undamaged TCPL lines (one 18 

of which also served Otterburne).  The no-flow event ended after between 63 and 70 hours 19 

(approximately 3 days), when flows in the undamaged line resumed.66  This is analogous 20 

to the Westcoast T-South Incident and further demonstrates how adjacent pipelines in the 21 

same right of way can be affected by a rupture, and how this can impact the time it takes 22 

to verify the undamaged pipes are fit for service.   23 

                                                 
62  1 Bcf of natural gas contains approximately 1,100 TJ of energy. 
63  1 TJ is equivalent to 0.2778 GWh. 
64  102 GWh divided by 24 hours = 4240 MW for each hour of the day. 
65  BC Hydro reports that it set a new winter peak demand of 10,787 megawatts for the entire province on December 

27, 2021. 
66  REL states on page 22: “Following its assessments of the integrity of Lines 400-2 and 400-3, TCPL returned these 

lines to service in the early morning of January 28. Gas service to the affected communities resumed later in the 
morning, approximately three days after they lost service. The zero-pressure event on Centra’s system lasted 
approximately 63 to 70 hours, depending on the community.”   
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10.0 CUSTOMER SURVEY EVIDENCE SUPPORTS FEI’S ATTENTION TO SAFETY  1 

Q47: FEI has emphasized the importance of customer and public safety during the 2 

restoration process.  Do you have any indication of what importance FEI customers 3 

place on customer and public safety? 4 

 Yes, FEI has survey evidence that indicates its customers place a high priority on public 5 

safety.   Each quarter from 2013 through part of 2017, FEI evaluated customer 6 

perceptions about the importance of several service factors, including “showing concern 7 

for public safety.” Over that period, customers evaluated this attribute as 9.7 on a scale 8 

where 1 is “not at all important” and 10 is “extremely important.” This score was 9 

comparable to the results associated with perceptions about the importance of natural gas 10 

service reliability. 11 

Q48: Does that complete FEI’s Rebuttal Evidence in respect of REL? 12 

 Yes, it does.  13 
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No AMI



																																														Resource Allocation

						Shutdown										Relights										Shutdown Resources										Relight Resources										Day		Shutdown 		Relight		Total

								per hour				Weigthed Avg						per hour				Weigthed Avg				FEI Local		FEI Imports

anorth: anorth:
Qualified Fortis employees from other areas  		Contractor/Mutual Aid

anorth: anorth:
Gas Contractors, Mutual Aid.  Estimated 260 contractors and 96 MA available . 						FEI Local				FEI Imports		Contractor/Mutual Aid				4		169		0		169

						Urban		14		84%		11.76				Urban		4		84%		3.36				IBEW +M&E		Trained								Trained		Training Req		Trained						10		110		59		169

						Rural		9		16%		1.44				Rural		3		16%		0.48																								11		325		200		525

												13.2										3.84				159		59		356						53		49		59		356				18		325		249		574

												10.15										2.11								574												517				31		0		517		517																								25%																																				50%																																		75%

						Wrench Hours per day						10				Wrench Hours per day						10																																						652,000 Customers																163,000		Customers																																		326,000		Customers																																489,000		Customers

						30%		Effeciency Adjustment Factor								82%		Effeciency Adjustment Factor																																										Shutdown		Day		30		31		Day		Regasify						Relight		Day		38																																Relight		Day		56																														Relight		Day		73

																																																														Week		4.3		4.4		Week										Week		5.4																																		Week		8.0																																Week		10.4

				Day		1

Kitchener, Paul: Kitchener, Paul:
Pressure Collapse Occurs		2		3		4

Kitchener, Paul: Kitchener, Paul:
Planning Stage- Shutdowns begin w only Local and Import resources available
																		

anorth: anorth:
Gas Contractors, Mutual Aid.  Estimated 260 contractors and 96 MA available . 		5

Kitchener, Paul: Kitchener, Paul:
Gas Supply returns		6		7		8		9		10

Kitchener, Paul: Kitchener, Paul:
Start relights- only Local and Import resources are available and are split between Shutoffs and Relights		11

Kitchener, Paul: Kitchener, Paul:
Gas Contractors & Mutual Aid resources are also in the Field
		12		13		14		15		16		17		18

Kitchener, Paul: Kitchener, Paul:
Training required resources (49 ttl) now also performing relights		19		20		21		22		23		24		25		26		27		28		29		30		31

Kitchener, Paul: Kitchener, Paul:
Only qualified resources are performing relights		

Kitchener, Paul: Kitchener, Paul:
Pressure Collapse Occurs																																		

Kitchener, Paul: Kitchener, Paul:
Training required resources (49 ttl) now also performing relights																												32		33		34		35		36		37		38		39		40		41		42		43		44		45		46		47		48		49		50		51		52		53		54		55		56		57		58		59		60		61		62		63		64		65		66		67		68		69		70		71		72		73

				Shutdown						652,000

				Daily		0		0		0		14709		14709		14709		14709		14709		14709		9574		28286		28286		28286		28286		28286		28286		28286		28286		28286		28286		28286		28286		28286		28286		28286		28286		28286		28286		28286		28286

				Accum		0		0		0		14709		29417		44126		58834		73543		88251		97825		126111		154396		182682		210968		239254		267539		295825		324111		352396		380682		408968		437254		465539		493825		522111		550396		578682		606968		635254		663539

				Resources		0		0		0		169		169		169		169		169		169		110		325		325		325		325		325		325		325		325		325		325		325		325		325		325		325		325		325		325		325		325



				Repressurize/ Regasify						30,000		per Day

				Daily		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		15000		15000		15000		15000		30000		30000		30000		30000		30000		30000		30000		30000		30000		30000		30000		30000		30000		30000		30000		30000		30000		30000		30000		30000

				Accum		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		15000		30000		45000		60000		90000		120000		150000		180000		210000		240000		270000		300000		330000		360000		390000		420000		450000		480000		510000		540000		570000		600000		630000		660000

				Resources		10 Crews- Each crew repressurizes one segment of 3000* customers per day

				Shutdown Regasify Customer Count Buffer																58,543		58,251		52,825		66,111		64,396		62,682		60,968		59,254		57,539		55,825		54,111		52,396		50,682		48,968		47,254		45,539		43,825		42,111		40,396		38,682		36,968		35,254		33,539

				Projected Number of Customer Relights														- 0														37,500														52,500														52500														22500



				Relights						489,000		75% of customer count				Avg Relight Production Rate Used

				Daily		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		1067		3617		3617		3617		3617		3617		3617		3617		4503		4503		4503		4503		4503		4503		4503		4503		4503		4503		4503		4503		4503		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350

				Accum		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1067		4684		8301		11918		15535		19152		22769		26386		30889		35392		39895		44398		48901		53404		57907		62411		66914		71417		80767		85270		89773		99123		108472		117822		127172		136522		145872		155222		164571		173921		183271		192621		201971		211321		220670		230020		239370		248720		258070		267420		276769		286119		295469		304819		314169		323518		332868		342218		351568		360918		370268		379617		388967		398317		407667		417017		426367		435716		445066		454416		463766		473116		482466		491815

				Resources		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		200		200		200		200		200		200		200		249		249		249		249		249		249		249		249		249		249		249		249		249		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517

				Regasify Relight Customer Count Buffer																				43933		55316		81699		108082		134465		160848		187231		213614		239111		264608		290105		315602		341099		366596		392093		417589		443086		468583		489233		514730		540227		560877



				Relights						652,000		Weekly Progress Projection						Variable Relight Production Rate Used

				Daily		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		1365		4629		4629		4629		4629		4629		4629		4629		5336		5336		5336		5336		5336		5336		5336		5336		5336		5336		5336		5336		5336		10192		10192		10192		10192		10192		10192		10192		10192		10192		10192		10192		10192		10192		10192		10192		10192		10192		10192		10192		10192		10192		7533		7533		7533		7533		7533		7533		7533		7533		7533		7533		7533		7533		7533		7533		7533		7533		7533		7533		7533		7533		7533		7533

				Accum		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1365		5994		10623		15251		19880		24508		29137		33765		39101		44437		49773		55108		60444		65780		71115		76451		81787		87123		92458		97794		103130		113322		123514		133707		143899		154091		164283		174476		184668		194860		205053		215245		225437		235629		245822		256014		266206		276399		286591		296783		306975		317168		324701		332235		339768		347301		354835		362368		369902		377435		384969		392502		400035		407569		415102		422636		430169		437703		445236		452769		460303		467836		475370		482903

				Resources		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		200		200		200		200		200		200		200		249		249		249		249		249		249		249		249		249		249		249		249		249		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517

				Projected Number of FEI Customer Relights																												19880														35229														37350														61633														71346														71346														58052														52734														52734						22600

																																																																																																																																																						482903

				Weekly Projected Number of Customers with Appliances Relit														0														57380														87729														89850														84133														71346														71346														58052														52734														52734						22600

																																																																																																																																																						647903.142857143





With AMI



																																														Resource Allocation

						Shutdown										Relights										Shutdown Resources										Relight Resources										Day		Shutdown 		Relight 		Total

								per hour				Weigthed Avg						per hour				Weigthed Avg				FEI Local		FEI Imports

Kitchener, Paul: Kitchener, Paul:
Qualified FEI employees from other areas		Contractor/Mutual Aid

anorth: anorth:
Gas Contractors, Mutual Aid.  Estimated 260 contractors and 96 MA available . 						Local				Imports		Contractor /Mutual Aid				3		169		0		169

						C&I		11		84%		9.24				Urban		4		84%		3.36				IBEW +M&E		Trained								Trained		Training Req		Trained						7		0		112		112

						Advanced Meters		11		16%		1.76				Rural		3		16%		0.48																								11		0		468		468

												11										3.84				159		59		356						53		49		59		356				18		0		517		517

												8.46										2.11								574												517

						Wrench Hours per day						10				Wrench Hours per day						10

						30%		Effeciency Adjustment Factor								82%		Effeciency Adjustment Factor





																																																								25%																																		50%																																		75%

												50,000 Customers						652,000 Customers 																																						163,000		Customers																																326,000		Customers																																489,000		Customers

														Day		4		7		Day		Regasify																																		Relight		Day		28																														Relight		Day		45																														Relight		Day		62

												Shutdown		Week		6		1.0		Week																																						Week		4.0																																Week		6.4																																Week		8.9

				Day		1		2		3

Kitchener, Paul: Kitchener, Paul:
Planning Stage- C&I customer and advanced meters not connected to the AMI network shutdowns begin w only Local and Import resources available
		4		5

Kitchener, Paul: Kitchener, Paul:
Gas Supply returns		6		7

Kitchener, Paul: Kitchener, Paul:
Start relights- only  Local and Import resources are available for Relights		8		9		10		11

Kitchener, Paul: Kitchener, Paul:
Contractors and Mutual Aid resources are also in the Field		12		13		14		15		16		17		18

Kitchener, Paul: Kitchener, Paul:
Training required resources (49 ttl) now also performing relights		

Kitchener, Paul: Kitchener, Paul:
Planning Stage- C&I customer and advanced meters not connected to the AMI network shutdowns begin w only Local and Import resources available
																																19		20		21		22		23		24		25		26		27		28		29		30		31		32		33		34		35		36		37		38		39		40		41		42		43		44		45		46		47		48		49		50		51		52		53		54		55		56		57		58		59		60		61		62

				Shutdown						50,000

Kitchener, Paul: Kitchener, Paul:
approx number of residential customers not connected to the AMI network and Lower Mainland Commercial and Industrial customers

														

Kitchener, Paul: Kitchener, Paul:
Gas Supply returns				

Kitchener, Paul: Kitchener, Paul:
Start relights- only  Local and Import resources are available for Relights								

Kitchener, Paul: Kitchener, Paul:
Contractors and Mutual Aid resources are also in the Field		Daily		0		0		12257		12257		12257		12257

				Accum		0		0		12257		24514		36771		49029

				Resources						169		169		169		169



				Regasify						325,000		per day

				Daily		0		0		0		0		0		325000		325000

				Accum		0		0		0		0		0		325000		650000

				Projected Number of Customer Relights														162,500



				Relights						489,000		75% of customer count				Avg Relight Production Rate Used

				Daily				0		0		0		0		0		2025		2025		2025		2025		8464		8464		8464		8464		8464		8464		8464		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350		9350

				Accum				0		0		0		0		0		2025		4051		6076		8102		16566		25029		33493		41957		50420		58884		67348		76698		86047		95397		104747		114097		123447		132796		142146		151496		160846		170196		179546		188895		198245		207595		216945		226295		235645		244994		254344		263694		273044		282394		291744		301093		310443		319793		329143		338493		347843		357192		366542		375892		385242		394592		403941		413291		422641		431991		441341		450691		460040		469390		478740		488090

				Resources														112		112		112		112		468		468		468		468		468		468		468		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517



				Relights						652,000		Weekly Progress Projection						Variable Relight Production Rate Used

				Daily				0		0		0		0		0		2592		2592		2592		2592		10831		10831		10831		10831		10831		10831		10831		11965		11965		11965		11965		11965		11965		11965		11965		11965		11965		11965		11965		11965		11965		11965		11965		11965		11965		11965		11965		11965		11965		11965		11965		11965		5318		5318		5318		5318		5318		5318		5318		5318		5318		5318		5318		5318		5318		5318		5318		5318		5318		5318		5318		5318

				Accumu				0		0		0		0		0		2592		5184		7776		10368		21199		32030		42861		53691		64522		75353		86184		98149		110114		122079		134043		146008		157973		169938		181903		193868		205833		217797		229762		241727		253692		265657		277622		289587		301551		313516		325481		337446		349411		361376		373341		385305		390623		395941		401259		406576		411894		417212		422529		427847		433165		438483		443800		449118		454436		459753		465071		470389		475707		481024		486342		491660

				Resources														112		112		112		112		468		468		468		468		468		468		468		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517		517

				Projected Number of FEI Customer Relights														2592														51099														80352														83754														83754														83754														37224														37224												31906

																																																																																																																																491660

				Weekly Projected Number of Customers with Appliances Relit														165,092														51,099														80,352														83,754														83,754														83,754														37,224														37,224												31,906

																																																																																																																																654,160





Assumptions

		ASSUMPTIONS



		1		Lower Mainland Customer count		As of May 2022.

		2		Gas shutdown		Technician to visit every address. Every riser will be turned off and outage tag hung. 

		3		Shutdown and relight numbers 		Urban - 14 Shutdowns/hr./Tech,  4 relights/hr./tech
Rural - 9 Shutdowns/hr./Tech, 3 relights/hr./tech
Validated by historical outages  
Increase in multi-meter town-home units will be offset by single metered town house units.  

		4		Field Employees 		For safety,  every week an employee will have one day off.

		5		Gas relight		Technician to visit every house.  Even if customers complete their own relight, initial sweep would confirm; minor time savings only. 

		6		Gas Relight Priority		First-off first-relit principal for residential gas customer.  Critical customers, essential services identified by municipal and provincial agencies may be given a higher priority.  

		7		Relight only essential appliance 		Only relight main source of heat, furnace /boiler and domestic hot water.  Other appliances checked for safety and referred to contractor.

		8		Subsequent visits for relights (NALC)		Based on previous outages the estimated number is approx. 25% requiring a second visit to relight.  The last 10% taking several weeks due to empty homes and vacationing homeowners. Second visit relights take double the time as they are not executed in a door to door sweep but dispatched separately with travel time and order completion required. 

		9		Large commercial/Industrial customer to complete their own relights		FEI to only complete modified meter set operational, pressure and L/U only.  Commercial customer account for 12% of customers, which will take double the time for operational check (minimum) compared to a residential relight. 

		10		Employees considered trained for relights		Only CST, CCST, PMT and 10% of construction considered trained. These trained employees will have completed FEI's 10 day training program that covers appliance safety and relighting appliances. 

		11		FEI resources considered for assistance		FEI will continue normal operations on portions of the FEI service territory that still have gas supply.  Non-essential employees in these areas will be considered for redeployment to outage restoration.

		12		Additional Fortis Resources Required 
(Support)		Dispatchers/OSRs assigned to restoration efforts.

						M&E and DSA used for field support/coordination.

						Contact Center - 25% 2nd visit for relight call-in orders (Number of calls X 1 minute/60 min = Person/hours.

						IBEW techs and construction crews for sectionalization valves and stations shut in.

						GIS support / System Planning resources for sectionalization and shutdown list.

		13		Out of Town Resources 		One day travel time for out of town FortisBC worker and Mutual Aid.

		14		Orientation/safety training		2 hours for out of town FortisBC workers.  4 hours for Mutual Aid

		15		Productive hours 		10 hour of 12 hour shift.

		16		Mutual Aid and Contractor availability		16 mutual aid utilities offering 6 technicians each, total 96.                    1,300 licensed gas fitters in the Lower Mainland (TSBC) of which we estimated 20% could be accessed for a major outage. 


		17		Resource utilization priority		1)Utilize local trained FortisBC resources
2) Imported Trained FortisBC resources
3) Local Contractors
4) Mutual Aid
5)  Train local FortisBC employees


		18		Mobilization/set up/ Coordination time		2 days required to coordinate restoration efforts.  Offload existing work Techs, travel , safety orientation training, coordinate resources plan and assign shutdown areas. 

		21		Contingency		No contingency has been added to estimated cost.  10-20% would be reasonable for EOC & other costs

		19		Efficiency Adjustment Factor- Shutdown		FEI expects not all meter set valves will be easily accessed because of locked gates, compounds which will result in a slower than ideal shutdown production rate. An efficiency adjustment factor of 30% is used to compensate for these physical barriers slowing down field resources. This factor also considers a higher skill set will be driving throughout the Lower Mainland closing some curb valves that serve large commercial and industrial customers.

		20		Efficiency Adjustment Factor- Relight		FEI expects not all customers will be home the first time resources are relighting appliances by walking door-to-door in a neighbourhood. As a result, FEI resources will have to drive back and perform relights at previously visited neighbourhoods. Additionally, FEI expects that, even if a customer performs their own relight, FEI will only know this when going door-to-door and speaking with the customer. FEI will first conduct relights at 'critical' customers (care centres, warming shelter, etc.) which will result in resources driving between these customers instead of the more efficient method of walking door-to-door. Also, a lengthy safety check will have to be performed on all large commercial and industrial regulators. To compensate for all of these limitations, an efficiency adjustment factor of 82% has been used.  
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